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! ABSTRACT 

The use of time-of-day (TOD) pricing as a load management tool 

for electric utilities has recently gained wide interest. Although 

utilities have successfully used TOD pricing for some industrial cus

tomers, its applicability in the residential sector is untested. The 

Federal Energy Administration (and now the Department of Energy) has 

funded several experiments to test the implications of TOD pricing for 

residential customers. The major objective of this study is to analyze 

the Arizona TOD pricing experiment. 

Data from the first six months of the experiment had been anal

yzed previously in several different studies. Summaries of their 

methodologies and results are presented in Chapter 1. Many of these 

earlier analyses were unable to identify significant TOD price re

sponses. A major deficiency in all was their failure to account prop

erly for participation incentive payments. Consequently, meaningful 

inferences regarding residential responses to TOD prices cannot be 

drawn from these misspecified models. 

Chapter 2 contains a description of the experiment and the data 

it generated. The basic observation is monthly kilowatt hours consumed 

by each household in three time periods. Special attention is given to 

the derivation of the incentive payment inherent in the experimental 

design. This payment depends on experimental rates and patterns of 

pre-experimental usage. 
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Specific adjustments to the data are required due to variations 

in billing cycle lengths and days. Details of these procedures and 

information on how the samples were edited are discussed in Chapter 3. 

The conclusion of this chapter presents data which reveal that house

holds did significantly shift consumption from high to low cost periods. 

Chapter 4 contains a description of the hypothesized models and 

statistical methodology. Since this study focuses on household re

sponses to TOD prices while controlling for impacts of experimental 

design, theoretically derived models are not tested. Income, TOD 

prices, heating or cooling degree-days, the electricity-using capacity 

of the households' appliance stocks, and incentive payments are the 

major determinants of consumption investigated. Ordinary least squares 

techniques are used to estimate TOD demand models for each month, for 

the summers of 1976 and 1977, and for the winter of 1976/77. Since the 

experimental design was modified in May, 1977, an analysis of covariance 

was done to test for strrictural changes. 

The results presented in Chapter 5 emphasize the importance of 

including the incentive payment in the TOD models. Without this term, 

no TOD price is significant. With it, TOD prices and the other inde

pendent variables are shown to be significant determinants of consump

tion. Statistical results are very impressive for the models estimated 

from the 18 months of cross-sectional data. 

Since the incentive payments depended pai;tially on the rates to 

which customers were assigned, calculation of price elasticities had to 

be modified accordingly. Simple elasticities measured price responses 

which ignored the impact of the incentive payment. Since the incentive 
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did not depend on experimental usage, it is the appropriate measure of 

household responses to TOD prices. Total price elasticities are used 

to measure TOD price responses under the specific Arizona experimental 

environment. 

A number of important conclusions are discussed in Chapter 6. 

The most important deal with the treatment of the incentive payment. 

When it is properly modeled, meaningful price coefficients can be esti

mated. Also, the results strongly suggest that households earmarked 

this payment for electricity purchases. Partial derivatives of the 

incentive were much larger than those for income. Misleading billing 

information may have produced this unexpected result. In May, 1978, 

billing procedures were improved. An analysis of these data should shed 

more light on this important matter. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Recent energy shortages and rising energy prices have led to a 

greater interest in the use of time-of-day (TOD) pricing as a tool for 

load management for electric utilities. Economic theory suggests that 

when TOD prices accurately reflect marginal costs, it is a more effi

cient pricing method than the usual declining block pricing. Implement

ing such a policy would be an expensive undertaking for a utility 

company since it would require the installation of new meters. Further

more, the ability of TOD pricing to induce residential customers to 

alter their patterns of electricity usage has not been adequately demon

strated. In order to better evaluate the cost-effectiveness of TOD 

pricing, the Federal Energy Administration (FEA) [and now the Department 

of Energy (DOE)] has funded a variety of TOD pricing experiments in a 

number of different states. Originally the FEA provided funding for 10 

demonstration projects. Later six additional projects also received 

funding. 

Each of the demonstration projects had a unique experimental 

design. Participation in some of the experiments, such as the one in 

Wisconsin, was mandatory. Participation in the Arizona and Connecticut 

experiments, on the other hand, was voluntary. In order to insure 

sufficient household participation in the face of realistic TOD prices, 

some form of implicit or explicit incentive payment was required in the 

voluntary experiments. 

1 
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Any meaningful transferability of the experimental results re

quires that the manner in which participants are recruited and selected 

produce a sample population accurately representing the total class of 

customers served by the utility. In many of the experiments a random 

sample of households meeting certain minimum requirements, such as a 

good billing record for one year, was selected. 

The final aspect of the various projects was the design of the 

rate schedules themselves. Both the length and number of rate periods 

had to be determined. In all the ej^eriments two or three different 

rate periods were selected varying from three to 12 hours in length. In 

the Los Angeles, Wisconsin, and Arizona projects, a variety of different 

price schedules was implemented permitting the estimation of both own 

and also cross-price elasticities of demand. The Connecticut experi

ment, in contrast, used only one TOD rate schedule. 

The main objective of this research is to analyze the data from 

the Arizona experiment to determine the manner and degree to which 

households respond to TOD prices. In addition, the impacts of the par

ticular experimental design and a variety of demographic indicators are 

also investigated. Before this analysis is described, a summary of the 

techniques and results of some of the earlier analyses of the Arizona 

data will be presented. 

Electricity Demand and Consumer Theory 

A number of the earlier studies derive TOD electricity demand 

models by following the standard neoclassical approach to consumer 

theory. Households are assumed to possess utility functions which 

describe their tastes for electricity by TOD and all other commodities. 
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Income is allocated to electricity and the other commodities so as to 

maximize total utility. Specifying a particular functional form for 

utility permits the derivation of specific demand equations. Fre

quently the choice of a functional form requires that certain simplify

ing restrictions be made in order to assure that the resulting demand 

models can be readily estimated and that all the parameters will be 

identified. The most common assumption made is that the utility func

tion is separable. Although this makes demand models more manageable, 

it greatly limits the ability to estimate cross-price effects. 

This particular approach of deriving electricity demand models 

does not fully appreciate the fact that electricity consumption does not 

directly produce consumer satisfaction. Instead, households demand 

electricity in order to operate a given appliance stock which then pro

duces desired services. As producers, households possess production 

functions for each of the various electricity end uses. These end uses 

replace electricity consumption by TOD as arguments of the households' 

utility functions. The technology described by the production functions 

requires electricity as one of its variable inputs. For example, along 

with some amount of food and labor, meal preparation requires the use 

of electricity to operate a stove or oven. 

Demand models derived formally by either method may be mathe

matically equivalent. However, the interpretations of the results may 

be quite different. The direct utility theory approach generally leads 

to the eJ^Jectation that all own-price effects will be negative. Since 

electricity consumed in any time period is physically identical, the 

assumption that usage in any period is a substitute for usage in any 
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Other period is generally made. Thus, the cross-price effects are 

expected to be positive. This latter assumption is less certain when 

households are viewed as producers of electricity end uses. 

In this case, whether or not a household will shift its elec

tricity usage from one period to another depends on its production tech

nology and tastes for the various electricity end uses. Some electricity 

end uses might be considered discretionary such as the use of dishwash

ers, washing machines, and dryers. Refrigerators, on the other hand, 

would be used equally in all time periods, and their use would not be 

considered as discretionary. The,use of weather-related appliance 

stocks such as air-conditioners is not easily substituted among time 

periods although its overall usage may be affected by TOD pricing. De

pending on which end uses dominate a household's demand in any given 

period, complementarity and substitutability are equally plausible. 

When households are viewed as producers of electricity end uses, all 

own-prices are expected to remain negative, but cross-price elasticities 

could be either positive or negative. 

Isolating those nonprice factors which might influence the 

household's tastes and technology is also important if acctirate measures 

of elasticities are to be determined. Analyses to date have attempted 

to account for these influences by expanding the basic demand model to 

include a variety of socio-economic variables. Theoretically, the in

clusion of these variables is justified by eJspanding the description of 

the household production and utility functions. The production function 

depends not only on the variable input, electricity, but also on certain 

fixed factors such as appliance stocks, house size and type of 
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construction, and climate conditions. Household tastes which are de

fined by the utility function are dependent on such factors as the ages 

of the household members and the number of members who work or who are 

at home during the different time periods. 

Summary of Previous Studies 

Using experimental data, a number of the studies of the demand 

for electricity by TOD have produced conflicting results regarding the 

impact of TOD pricing. Since the designs of these experiments vary in 

a number of important ways, this lack of agreement among the preliminary 

findings is not too surprising. Many of the differences in the Arizona 

results can be accounted for by the different models and techniques em

ployed in the analyses. In addition, different sample editing proce

dures may also lead to very different conclusions. 

Atkinson's (1977) preliminary analysis of the data from the 

FEA/DOE experiment in Arizona is based on an estimation of the demand 

models derived from an indirect translog utility function. Expenditure 

shares, the dependent variable, was regressed on the TOD prices, an 

appliance stock index, temperature, the estimated value of the home, and 

the previous month's share of electricity consumption in the correspond

ing period. Assumptions of equality, symmetry, additivity, and homothe-

ticity were also imposed. Iterative Zellner efficient estimation was 

used to estimate peak, mid-peak, and off-peak models for the summer 

months (May-October) of 1976. Only the lagged dependent variable and 

the price terms were significant. 



Atkinson's results suggest that demand in each time period is 

fairly inelastic with peak demand more elastic than either off-peak or 

mid-peak demand. Cross-price elasticities indicate complementarity 

rather than substitutability for all time periods. Atkinson views this 

result as unexpected and attributes it to experimental design problems, 

the so-called Hawthorne effect, and the relatively little data avail

able. A detailed comparison of his results and the results of this 

study appears in Chapter 5. 

Recognizing that the participants in the Arizona experiment were 

paid an indirect incentive, Atkinson reestimates his models including as 

an independent variable 15% of the previous year's electricity bill. 

Participating households were told that if there were no change whatso

ever in their consumption of electricity during the experiment, then 

their experimental bill would be approximately 15% less than their bill 

for the corresponding month of the previous year. However, this was not 

equivalent to the incentive paid to thpse customers. So it is,not sur

prising that this variable was not a significant predictor in his equa

tions. It will be shown in this analysis that the inclusion of the 

properly determined incentive payment is a very important determinant of 

electricity usage by TOD. Without it, serious misspecification error is 

introduced resulting in biased parameter estimates. Conclusions dravjn 

from Atkinson's models should not be given much weight due to this 

error. 

Another weakness of the Atkinson study is that none of the con

sumption or temperature data are adjusted for the billing cycle or the 

number of days in a month. As will be discussed more fully in the 
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following chapter, variations in billing cycle lengths and days can be 

quite significant. Finally, Atkinson makes no mention of how his 

samples were edited. This information is very important if the results 

are to be interpreted properly. 

In another analysis of the Arizona data, Taylor (1979) estimates 

demand models not derived from any specific utility function. Monthly 

kilowatt hours by TOD were assumed to be linearly dependent on the TOD 

prices, income, mean temperatures, and the total wattage of the house

hold's electricity-using appliance stocks. Ordinary least squares tech

niques were used to estimate each of the demand models. The estimated 

price elasticities for the individual months were generally insignifi

cant and/or of the wrong sign. Most of the explanatory power of the 

models was accounted for by three variables: household income, appli

ance stocks, and mean monthly temperatures. As a result, no definite 

conclusions regarding price responses could be drawn. 

Unlike the Atkinson study, Taylor's analysis is monthly. His 

poorer results can, in part, be attributed to very much smaller sample 

sizes with less variation in the data and no restrictions on the param

eters. Taylor does edit the raw data to eliminate those households 

which moved or which were on vacation during any part of the pre-

experimental or experimental periods. Households with reported unem

ployment or no reported income were also excluded from his analysis. 

However, no adjustments to the data were made for variations in billing 

cycles, and, more importantly, no measure of the incentive payment was 

included. As with Atkinson's analysis, Taylor's models are also 
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seriously misspecified. No meaningful conclusions can be drawn from 

such models. 

Before this study was begun, Taylor's model was reestimated 

using properly adjusted data, and no improvement in the statistical 

results was noted. However, when the incentive payment was introduced, 

TOD prices were shown to be significant predictors of TOD usage in a 

number of cases. In the analyses which follow, a modification of 

Taylor's basic model is used to estimate the price responses from the 

Arizona data. 

The analysis of the Arizona data by Miedema et al. (1978) con

cludes that marginal prices are not an important determinant of elec

tricity demand by TOD. Although the aggregate data suggest that some 

shifting did take place, individual TOD prices were insignificant in the 

models that they tested. Their basic models were not derived from 

utility theory. Daily kilowatt hours were assumed to be linearly de

pendent on first and second order price terms and a variety of nonprice, 

socio-economic factors. Double logarithmic models were estimated for 

each of the first six months of the experiment, and a combined equation 

of July, August, and September was also estimated. It is important to 

note that none of their models includes any measure of the incentive 

payment. As with the two previous studies just mentioned, this over

sight prevents any meaningful inferences from being drawn from their 

analysis. 

Their study concludes with an estimation of demand models de

rived from the translog utility function. Not surprisingly their cal

culated elasticities are in general agreement with those found by 
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Atkinson. However, they conclude that those results are critically 

dependent on the imposed restrictions and that there is little impact 

on electricity usage due to TOD pricing. 

In a later study of the Arizona data, Aigner and Hausman (1978) 

attempted to measure the impact of truncation bias on the estimated 

elasticities. Households participating in the Arizona experiment were 

assured that their bills under TOD prices would not exceed the bill they 

would have paid under regular declining block prices. If it did, then 

those customers paid the declining block rates and, in effect, did not 

face TOD prices. Aigner and Hausman rightly point out that in a non-

experimental environment where no such guarantees are made, the responses 

to TOD prices might be quite different from what the experimental results 

would imply. 

Using data for August and ignoring truncation bias, they esti

mate demand models derived from the translog utility function and find 

elasticities similar to those of Atkinson. The innovation they propose 

explicitly takes into account the fact that some participants in the 

Arizona experiment did not pay experimental rates, a fact overlooked by 

Atkinson. They specify a truncation formula identifying the conditions 

under which a household will pay the TOD prices. Assigning some proba

bility to the event that a household satisfies this rule, they define a 

joint density function on expenditure shares and its corresponding log-

likelihood function. Maximizing this likelihood function results in 

elasticity estimates markedly different from those foimd when truncation 

bias was disregarded. 
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By assigning a zero value to the density function for those 

households which do not ultimately pay TOD prices, those observations 

are, in effect, omitted from the analysis. The included observations 

are weighted by the probability that they satisfy the truncation rule. 

If the sample data had been edited to eliminate those observations where 

declining block prices were charged, it is not clear that the results 

would have been substantially different. Inherent in the Aigner-

Hausman procedure is the assumption that households which ultimately 

did pay declining block prices were responding to TOD prices. Thus, 

excluding them is equivalent to throwing away information leading to 

less efficient parameter estimates. A more detailed discussion of this 

issue appears in Chapter 3. 

Since the Aigner-Hausman models do not include any incentive 

payments, their results and conclusions are based on seriously misspeci-

fied models. In addition, the implementation of their statistical pro

cedures is flawed by an incorrectly determined truncation formula. 

During the time period Aigner and Hausman investigate, the determination 

of experimental bills depended on base usage as well as on actual usage 

and the TOD prices as will be pointed out in Chapter 2. Their failure 

to recognize this fact leads to an oversimplified truncation rule. Had 

they been analyzing data from the summer of 1977 instead of 1976, their 

truncation rules would be technically correct. However, some serious 

conceptual problems remain. In Chapter 3, a closer examination of the 

data does suggest that, contrary to the Aigner-Hausman thesis, house

holds charged declining block prices should be omitted from any 

analysis. 
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Although there may be many explanations for the diversity of 

results just reported, it is of primary importance to consider carefully 

the assumptions on which these models are predicated. Many of the 

models discussed view electricity consumption as an argument of the 

household's utility function. However, households purchase electricity 

and use it with an appliance stock in order to produce a wide variety of 

services such as space heating or lighting. Thus, electricity is an 

intermediate good and should not be included as an argument in the 

household's utility function. When viewed in this manner, the demand 

for electricity is more properly considered a derived demand. Models 

of electricity demand based on utility maximizing behavior should also 

reflect the production aspect. 

The most serious deficiency of many of the studies to date is 

that they do not investigate any potential experimental biases. Re

cruitment methods, billing procedures, and incentive payments to par

ticipants may bias the statistical results. Attempts to account for 

these factors have been weak at best. Indeed, much of the research to 

date has been based on an inaccurate and/or incomplete understanding of 

the Arizona experiment itself. For example, in the Arizona study, par

ticipation was encouraged by guaranteeing all customers that they would 

never be made worse off by their participation. To help assure this 

consequence, the Arizona experiment was designed with an indirect income 

transfer given to each household. This payment depended on the rate to 

which a household was assigned and its pre-experimental usage. None of 

the earlier Arizona studies takes this crucial factor into account. 

Those that recognized the incentive scheme in the Arizona Public Service 



(APS) project carelessly disregarded it as insignificant. Thus, their 

results and conclusions are derived from seriously misspecified models. 

In the analysis which follows, careful attention is given to the 

incentive payments and the TOD price structures. The results indicate 

that prices are an important factor in the determination of a house

hold's pattern of electricity consumption. Moreover, the indirect in

centive payment is especially important. The specific inclusion of the 

incentive payment brings into sharper focus the inpact of TOD prices. 

In the next chapter, the details of the Arizona experimental 

design are fully described. Following this is a discussion of how these 

data were adjusted and analyzed. Possible evidence of learning effects 

and structural change is also investigated. All the results and con

clusions are reported in Chapters 5 and 6. Some direct comparisons of 

the results of this analysis with the results of some of the earlier 

studies of the Arizona data are also displayed. In all, 18 months of 

experimental data are analyzed and discussed. 



CHAPTER 2 

DESCRIPTION OF THE ARIZONA TOD 
PRICING EXPERIMENT 

Beginning in May, 1975, the Arizona Public Service Company (APS) 

began a study of residential demand for electricity by TOD. Data on the 

number of kilowatt hours consumed by 183 Phoenix and Yuma customers 

during three daily intervals were collected. The peak period was desig

nated from 2 to 5 p.m., the mid-peak from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. and from 

5 to 10 p.m., and the off-peak period from 10 p.m. to 9 a.m. These 

households had previously agreed to participate in a TOD pricing experi

ment which was to begin in May, 1976. In order to provide an accurate 

evaluation of household responsiveness to TOD pricing, the households' 

patterns of electricity usage by TOD for a one-year period prior to the 

start of the experiment was needed. After this period of time, 11 cus

tomers were assigned to a control group and continued to be charged the 

conventional declining block rates. An additional 32 households were 

simultaneously assigned TOD rates and given other feedback from APS on 

ways to alter their electricity usage. The remaining 140 households, 

the siibject of this study, were assigned TOD rates only. Although the 

experimental rates took effect in May, not all of the participating 

households were notified until June. Because of this, consumption for 

May, 1976, has not been included in the data base. 

In order to properly analyze how households may vary the timing 

of their electricity usage when faced with TOD rates, information on 

13 



household income, demographic characteristics, and weather is also re

quired. To obtain the socio-economic and demographic information, each 

household filled out questionnaires at the beginning of the study, at 

the beginning of the experiment, and at the end of the first six months 

of the ejiperiment. These questionnaires asked for detailed information 

on the households' electricity-using appliance stock, size and type of 

home, total family income, and occupation and education of the head of 

the household. As a measure of weather conditions, data on heating and 

cooling degree days were independently collected. A heating degree day 

is calculated for each day for November through April by determining by 

how many degrees average daily temperatures fall below 65 degrees. A 

cooling degree day is calculated for all other days by determining by 

how many degrees average daily temperatures rise above 80 degrees. Due 

to the generally low humidity conditions in Arizona, a relatively high 

temperature of 80 degrees is considered comfortable and used as the 

basis for calculating the cooling degree days. 

The 140 households participating in this study were assigned to 

one of the 28 different TOD rates described in Table 1. Five households 

were assigned to each rate for a 12-month period from May, 1976, through 

April, 1977. During this time, the individual households paid electric

ity bills dependent upon the particular rate to which they were assigned 

and the degree and manner in which their patterns of electricity usage 

differed from their base usage. 

A household's base consumption for any month during the first 

year of the experiment was determined by its pre-ejg^erimental consumption 



Table 1. Rate Schedules in Effect from May, 1976 to May, 1977. 

Group I Rates (iJ/KWH) 

Hours 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

2-5 p.m. 16 15 15 14 14 13 13 13 12 12 11 11 10 10 9 8 
9 a.m.-2 p.m. , 
5-10 p.m. 5 4 7 4 6 3 4 7 5 6 4 7 4 6 5 4 
10 p.m.-9 a.m. 3 2 4 2 4 3 2 3 1 3 2 4 1 3 2 1 

Group II Rates (<:/KWH) 

Hours 17 18 19 20 21 22 

2-7 p.m. 12 12 11 10 9 6 
9 a.m.-2 p.m., 
7-10 p.m. 4 6 4 6 4 4 
10 p.m.-9 a.m. 2 4 2 3 2 1 

Group III Rates (<:/KWH) 

Hours 23 24 25 26 27 28 

2-10 p.m. 9 8 7 6 5 4 
9 a.m.-2 p.m. 4 3 4 3 4 3 
10 p.m.-9 a.m. 2 2 2 1 3 1 
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for the corresponding month and the TOD rate schedule to which it was 

assigned. To explain how the base was calculated, define the following: 

KWHbi = base number of kilowatt hours used by a household in 

period i, i = 1,2,3 

KWH^ = number of IC-7H used by a household in period i during the 

pre-experimental period 

= actual KWK used by a household in period i during the 

experiment 

= TOD price in period i 

B = base bill 
o 

= monthly pre-experimental electricity bill 

P = average price of electricity during pre-experimental period 
3 

= B / S KWK, 
o , - 1 

1=1 

B = monthly experimental bill 

= B - R 
o 

R = TOD adjustment 
3 

= E P. (KWH, . - KIVH . ) 
i=l ^ 

Given these definitions, base consumption in period i for any month and 

household is calculated by the following formula: 

{.15)KWH.-P 
(1) KWH . = —I—- + WW. . 

bi P. 1 
1 

Thus, the base level of consumption is somewhat greater than the observed 

pre-experimental level of consumption. This method of calculating base 

usage provides relatively larger users with greater potential benefits 

from participating in the experiment as the following determination of 

a customer's experimental bill will show. 
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The base level of consumption along with a TOD rate is used to 

determine the household's monthly electricity bill in the following 

manner. If the household's actual usage is less than its base usage for 

any given time period, the difference is multiplied by the appropriate 

marginal price and subtracted from its base bill. If the household's 

actual usage is greater than its base usage, the difference is multiplied 

by the relevant price and added to the base bill. The household's ex

perimental bill may be greater than, less than, or equal to its base 

bill depending on the rate schedule to which it is assigned and the de

gree to which it shifts its pattern of consumption from its base pattern. 

It should be mentioned at this point that base consumption for 

groups II and III does not depend on observed pre-experimental usage as 

is the case for group I. At the beginning of the experiment, groups II 

and III were assigned to different rate periods. However, their observed 

pre-experimental usage was determined according to the periods faced by 

group I. Thus, the peak and mid-peak base usage for groups II and III 

had to be estimated from the collected data. 

To highlight the relationship between the household's experi

mental bill and its measured pre-experimental consumption, substitute 

for P in (1) and multiply both sides of the base formula by P. to 
o X 

obtain the following: 

(2) P. - KWH, . = .15-B — — + P. - KWH. . 
1 Di o 3 11 

E KWH. 
i=l ^ 

Summing equation (2) across all three time periods yields 

3 3 
(3) Z P.-K™ , = .15-B + I P.-KWH.. 

. , 1 bi o . , 1 1 
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Substituting (3) into the expression for the TOD adjustment produces the 

following formula for the determination of the household's experimental 

bill. 

3 3 
(4) B = .85-B - Z P.-KWH. + I. P.-KWH .. 

o 1 1 • T 1 ai 
1=1 1=1 

If the household consumes the same amount of electricity in the same 

manner, i.e., KWH^ = for all i, it would pay an experimental bill 

equal to 85% of the previous year's bill for the same month. This 15% 

reduction was mistakenly used by Atkinson (1977) as the incentive pay

ment given to each household. Although this reduction does represent a 

savings to the customer, it is not equivalent to the income effect re

sulting from the incentive payment. This will be demonstrated shortly. 

The above method of determining a household's experimental bill 

holds in all cases except the following two. If the bill calculated by 

(4) were to exceed the regular bill the household would have paid under 

conventional declining block prices, the conventional rates would be 

charged. This assures the household that it v/ill never be made worse 

off by participating in the experiment. If the household's experimental 

bill is less than 30% of the conventional bill, then the household will 

be charged 30% of the conventional bill. APS undertook this measure to 

protect its revenue base. 

Those households actually paying the experimental bill deter

mined by (4) have the following budget constraint. 

(5) P *0 + B = M 
X "^x 
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where 

= price of all other goods piirchased by the household, 

= quantity of all other goods purchased, and 

M = total household income. 

To derive a measure of the implicit incentive included in the design of 

the Arizona experiment, substitute (4) into (5) and rearrange terms to 

yield the following expression for the household's budget constraint. 

3 3 
(6) P -Q + E P.-KWH . = M - .85-B + S P.-KWH.. 

X X . a i  o . ^ i  1  
1=1 1=1 

Equation (6) helps to underline several important consequences of the 

experimental design of the APS project. First, as desired, the marginal 

price of consuming an additional KWH in any time period is the TOD 

price, P^. Secondly, each participating household receives an indirect 

transfer of income equal to the following: 

3 
(7) COMP = -.85-B + Z P.-KWH.. 

° i=l " " • 

This compensation clearly depends on the household's pre-experimental 

pattern of consumption and the rate to which it is assigned. Accord

ingly, households assigned to higher rate schedules received greater 

indirect compensation for participating in the experiment. For the 

compensation to equal 15% of the previous year's bill, as suggested by 

Atkinson (1977), equation (8) must also hold. 

3 
(8) B = Z P."KWH.. 

o , , 1 1 
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For some households this implicit incentive payment paradoxi

cally could be negative. The condition under which this may occur can 
3 

be shown by substituting P E KWH. for B in equation (7) to obtain the 
i=l 

following alternative expression for the compensation: 

3 
(9) COMP = Z (P. - .95-P ) KWH,. 

, 1 1 o 1 
1=1 

Thus, the possibility of a negative or zero compensation arises when one 

or more of the marginal TOD prices is less than 85% of the average price 

of the previous year and a relatively high percentage of total consump

tion occurs in that period. For the summer of 1976 only five observa

tions in group I show negative or zero compensation. For the winter 

months 44 such observations occur in the same group. This is due to the 

lower overall consumption during the winter and also the smaller per

centage of total KWH used during the peak period. 

Beginning in May, 1977, a number of changes in the APS study 

were made. Eighty households were assigned to four new rate schedules 

with 20 households assigned to each rate as described in Table 2. This 

sample of 80 households was composed of 37 households from group I, 13 

from group II, 15 from group III, and 15 from other APS rate groups. 

More important than the change in rates is the change in the design of 

the experiment and the rate schedules themselves. The new rates were 

designed to be orthogonal across rate periods which should lead to more 

efficient estimates of price coefficients. The ejcperimental design was 

also simplified to eliminate the indirect transfers of income to the 

households. The new experimental bill is calculated as follows: 
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Table 2. Rate Schedules in Effect from May, 1977 to May, 1978. 

Rates (^/KVJH) 

Hours 1 2 3 4 

2-5 p.m. 11.0 11.0 7.0 7.0 

9 a.m.-2 p.m., 5-10 p.m. 3.0 2.5 3.0 2.5 

10 p.m.-9 a.m. 0.5 1.0 1.0 0.5 

3 
(10) B = Z P.- KWH . . 

. , 1 ai 
1=1 

It should also be noted that in the absence of any incentive payment, 

overall rate schedules were lowered. Maximum peak price was reduced 

from 16<:/KWH to lli?/KWH; maximum mid-peak price fell from 7<: to St; and, 

maximum off-peak price declined from 4i? to lij:. As before, however, if 

the experimental bill exceeds the conventional bill, the conventional 

rates are charged. If the e>53erimental bill is less than 30% of the 

conventional bill, then 30% of the conventional bill is charged. A 

comparison of the results of the experiments in the summers of 1976 and 

1977 permits a more detailed analysis of the effects of the experimental 

design itself on residential responses to TOD prices. 



CHAPTER 3 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA 

A fuller description of the experimental data used in this study 

is necessary for an accurate evaluation of the analyses and results. 

Monthly data on household electricity consumption by TOD are the basic 

units of observation. However, observed monthly usage for different 

households is not always comparable. Each household is billed on one of 

21 different billing cycles which vary in length from 28 to 34 days al

though most are between 29 and 31 days. This means that for households 

in different billing cycles, the KWH measured for a given month may not 

include the same number of days. Even when billing cycles have the same 

length, they do not include the same days. For example, a household in 

billing cycle 1 has its June, 1976, consumption measured from April 30 

through May 28. For the same month and year, a household in billing 

cycle 21 has its usage measured from May 28 through June 28. Although 

these two cycles have different numbers of days, the major problem is 

that usage for households in these cycles is for different months. Con

sequently, no single measure for the number of heating or cooling degree 

days for each month is appropriate. 

In order to account for these differences, all monthly heating 

and cooling degree-day data are computed to correspond to the house

holds ' particular billing cycles. Then, both the consumption and temp

erature data are divided by the number of days in the billing cycle and 
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multiplied by 30 to adjust for differences in length. Although a few 

of the earlier analyses of the Arizona data attempt to deal with the 

issue of different lengths of months, none accounts for the fact that 

data nominally for the same month are for different months. Measurement 

error is introduced when these billing cycle variations are ignored. 

Detailed information on a household's electricity-using appli

ance stocks and their wattage ratings was also important in this study. 

The appliance stock data were aggregated into four major categories: 

discretionary-use stocks, nondiscretionary-use stocks, summer weather-

related stocks, and winter weather-related stocks. The weather-related 

stocks are expected to be the most important classification for the 

summer usage. They represent between 32% and 37% of a household's total 

wattage. If households are to shift usage, however, the discretionary-

use stocks should be more important. Between 60% and 65% of total ap

pliance stocks were classified as discretionary. Although only 3% of 

total wattage was classified as nondiscretionary, these stocks are ex

pected to be used at a constant rate in all time periods and months. 

Thus, they should be more important in relatively low, use periods. 

Table 3 lists the particular appliances included in each of the four 

categories. 

The final key nonprice information required for this study was 

household income. In each of the three questionnaires given to the 

household, participants were asked to report into which of 13 income 

classes their actual income fell. For the following analyses each 

household is assigned an income level equal to the geometric mean of the 

reported range. Alternatively, a dummy variable could have been 



Table 3. Electricity-Using Appliance Stock Categories. 

Nondiscretionary-Use Stocks Discretionary-Use Stocks Weather-Related Stocks 

1. Refrigerator 1. Clothes Washer Summer 
a. Frost-free a. Automatic 1. Air-conditioning 
b. Manual defrost b. Non-automatic a. Entire home 

2. Freezer 2. Clothes Dryer 
b. A/C unit 

3. 

a. Frost-free 
b. Manual defrost 

Refrigerator/Freezer 

3. 

4. 

Waste Disposal 

Dishwasher 

2. 

3. 

Evaporative Cooler 

Heat Pump 

a. Frost-free 5. Cooking Range Winter 
b. Manual defrost a. Regular 

b. Self-cleaning 
1. 

2. 

Heat Pump 

Resistance Heating 
6. Microwave Oven 

3. Furnace Motor for 
7. Indoor Lighting gas furnace 

8. Swimming Pool Pump 

9. Television 
a. Color 
b. Black and White 

10. Hot Water Heater 
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assigned to each income class, but this method consumed too many degrees 

of freedom for some of the smaller samples. 

Prior to any analysis of the experimental data, some individual 

observations must be excluded. If key demographic information was un

available or income was not reported, all data for that household were 

omitted from the sanple. A change in home ownership or any reported 

unemployment also resulted in a household being excluded from the 

sample. Individual monthly observations on a household were omitted if 

either the maximum or minimum bill was assessed. The maximum bill was 

assessed when the household's experimental bill exceeded the conventional 

bill, and the minimum bill was assessed when the experimental bill was 

less than 30% of the conventional bill. In these two cases, actual TOD 

rates were not charged to the customer, and so they were omitted from 

the analysis. 

The proper method of handling households paying the maximum bill 

was the main issue addressed by the Aigner-Hausman (1978) paper previ

ously mentioned in Chapter 1. They suggest that data for such customers 

do represent valid responses to TOD prices. However, major shifts in 

appliance stocks or vacations can also lead to the assessment of maximum 

or minimum bills. To illustrate this point, one customer installed 

refrigerated air-conditioning in the summer of 1976. Base usage for the 

same customer had been determined when an evaporative cooler was in use. 

As a result, maximum bills were assessed for each summer month. For the 

winter months this household's base usage corresponded to its existing 

appliance stocks and no maximum or minimum bill was charged in five of 

the six months. Unfortunately, such detailed information was not 
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available in all cases. In this study a maximum or minimum bill is 

interpreted as a signal that there is some such underlying cause which 

suggests that observed consumption is not a response to TOD prices. 

Thus, in contrast to the Aigner-Hausman thesis, all such observations 

should be omitted from the analysis. 

Table 4 contains more detail on the excluded observations for 

group I. A change in home ownership accounts for the largest single 

number of omitted observations. Assessment of the maximum bill does not 

result in many additional omissions. In view of the relatively small 

nimiber of observations excluded for the various reasons indicated, other 

forms of truncation bias are not expected to be consequential. Appen

dix A contains complete information on the edited samples for groups I, 

II, and III. 

Before presenting the models and the results of the various 

econometric analyses, details of the households' overall patterns of 

usage from June, 1975, through April, 1977, are displayed in Tables 5 

and 6. The data in Table 5 show that during the summer of 1975 house

holds consumed about 20% of total KVJH during the three-hour peak, about 

51% during the 10-hour mid-peak, and the remaining 29% during the 11-

hour off-peak. Some subtle shifts in this pattern are noted during the 

experiments in the summers of 1976 and 1977. The percentage of total 

KWH consumed during the peak period declines for each month. With the 

exception of July, 1976, similar reductions occurred during the mid-peak 

period. The percentage of total KWH consumed during the off-peak rises 

to account for over 30% of total KWH, a shift of more than 4% for some 

m.onths. 
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Table 4. Excluded Observations for Group I. 

Reasons for exclusions Number of observations excluded 

Sirauner Winter Summer 
1976 1976/77 1977 

Hhld. paid max. bill 33 17 23 
(% of total obs.), ( 8.25) ( 3.50) ( 4.80) 

Hhld. paid min. bill 15 11 1 
(% of total obs.) ( 3.75) ( 2.30) ( .20) 

Change in residence 30 38 81 
(% of total obs.) ( 7.50) ( 8.00) (16.90) 

No reported income 15 18 36 
(% of total obs.) ( 3.75) ( 3.75) ( 7.50) 

Unemployment 15 12 0 
(% of total obs.) ( 3.75) ( 2.50) ( 0.00) 

No demographics 15 18 6 
(% of total obs.) ( 3.75) ( 3.75) ( 1.25) 

Miscellaneous 8 IB 6 
(% of total obs.) ( 2.00) ( 3.75) ( 1.25) 

Total exclusions 131 132 153 
(% of total obs.) (32.75) (27.50) (31.88) 
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Table 5. Average Summer Usage as a Percentage of Total KWH and Cooling 
Degree Days* 

Month 
Percent 
Peak 

of Total KWH Consumed during 
Mid-Peak Off-Peak 

Total 
KWH COD 

1975 

June 20.2 51.3 28.4 1209 119 

July 20.0 50.4 29.5 1731 291 

Aug. 18.7 49.9 31.4 2024 421 

Sept. 20.4 50.8 28.8 1738 271 

Oct. 20.9 51.8 27.3 1184 108 

1976 

June 19.9 51.0 29.1 1215 106 

July 18.9 50.6 30.5 1711 328 

Aug. 18.3 49. 3 32.4 1841 320 

Sept. 18.9 49. 7 31.3 1718 267 

Oct. 18.7 49.7 31.6 1105 62 

1977 

June 19.1 50.5 30.4 1099 155 

July 19.1 50.3 30.6 1758 381 

Aug. 18.1 49.2 32.7 2063 460 

Sept. 18.3 48.6 33.1 1822 342 

Oct. 19.0 49.9 31.1 1174 118 

* 
Adjusted for a 30-day billing cycle. 
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Table 6. Average Winter Usage as a Percentage of Total KWH and Heating 
Degree Days* 

Month 
Percent of 
Peak 

Total KWH Consumed during 
Mid-Peak Off-Peak 

Total 
KWH HDD 

Nov. 15.9 

1975/76 

47.2 36.9 716 36 

Dec. 13.7 46.3 40.0 821 228 

Jan. 12.8 46.3 40.9 983 352 

Feb. 13.0 48.1 38.8 837 156 

Mar. 12.8 46. 9 40.2 796 169 

Apr. 14.1 46,7 39.2 758 70 

Nov. 15.2 

1976/77 

47.6 37.2 724 19 

Dec. 11.4 45.8 42.4 813 187 

Jan. 11.0 45.4 43.7 967 323 

Feb. 11.6 44.9 43.5 870 226 

Mar. 11.2 43.9 44.9 779 143 

Apr. 12.3 45.2 42.6 800 108 

* 
Adjusted for a 30-day billing cycle. 
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Table 6 displays the overall patterns of electricity usage 

during the winter months of the pre-experimental and esqjerimental per

iods. A comparison of the summer and winter patterns of usage points 

out some important distinctions. First of all, average summer usage is 

approximately double the average winter usage. During the pre-

experimental period, peak consumption accounts for about 20% of total 

KWH during the summer, and except for November, less than 15% of total 

KWH during the winter. Similar differences are noted for the mid-peak 

and off-peak periods as well. 

As with the summer months, some subtle shifts in the pattern of 

usage during the winter months is also observed. The percentage of 

total KWH consumed during the peak period declines for every month 

during the experiment while the percentage rises for each month during 

the off-peak. With the exception of November, the percentage of total 

KWH used in the mid-peak also falls. This does suggest that some shift

ing of use from the peak and mid-peak periods to the off-peak period 

has taken place. 

The data in Tables 5 and 5 demonstrate that noticeable shifts in 

the households' patterns of electricity consumption have occurred during 

the experimental periods. The data presented on heating and cooling 

degree days suggest that these changes were not due to temperature dif

ferences. However, whether or not these shifts in usage are statistic

ally significant remains to be shown. 

To determine whether or not the patterns of electricity consump

tion during the summer of 1976 were significantly different from those 

in the summer of 1975, paired t-tests were done. First, the percentage 



of total KWH used in each of the three time periods was computed for 

each household for each month. Secondly, differences in these percent

ages for each household for each month were computed for all three time 

periods. For each time period and month paired t-tests were done to 

ascertain the statistical significance of these changes. Before an 

overall value of significance could be determined, a summer average had 

to be computed for each household before the differences were determined 

and paired t-tests performed. The same procedure was followed to calcu

late the t-values for the winter period. The results are outlined in 

Table 7. 

In general, the t-values in Table 7 show that the decline in the 

percentage of total KWH consumed during the peak period and the subse

quent increase in the off-peak period were statistically significant. 

The decline in the percentage of total KWH consumed during the mid-peak 

is insignificant overall during the summer but significant during the 

winter. 

Paired t-tests could not be done for the summer of 1977 since 

the households in that sample were not identical to those in 1975. 

After the percentage of total KWH consumed in each period was calculated 

for each observation, tests for differences of means were done. These 

results are shown in Table 8. The overall t-value points out that the 

percentage of total electricity consumed during the peak period in 1977 

was significantly lower than that of 1975. The off-peak percentage was 

significantly greater in 1977. Thus, the shifts in usage illustrated in 

Tables 5 and 6 are revealed to be statistically significant in Tables 7 

and 8. 
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Table 7. Results of the Paired T-Tests to Determine the Significance 
of the Changes in the Patterns of Consumption. 

Peak Mid-Peak Off-Peak # of 
Month Period Period Period Obs. 

Summer 1975 and 1976 

June .647 .629 -1.016 57 

July 3.080* - .747 -1.165 53 

Aug. 1.040 1.092 -1.374 53 

Sept. 3.613* 1.307 -2.528* 56 

Oct. 3.124* 1.818* -2.844* 50 

Overall 3.597* 1.430 -3.396* 62 

Winter: 1975/76 and 1976/77 

Nov. .935 .261 - .673 56 

Dec. 2.724* .476 -1.736* 61 

Jan. 2.853* .372 -1.707* 59 

Feb. 1.656 3.490* -3.949* 58 

Mar. 2.699* 2.380* -3.627* 59 

Apr. 2.617* 1.251 -2.073* 55 

Overall 2.910* 2.903* 
• 

-3.695* 62 

* 

Significant at the 5% level. 
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Table 8. T-Test for Differences of Means between the Siunmers of 1975 
and 1977. 

Peak Mid-Peak Off-Peak 
Month Period Period Period 

June 1.303 .846 1.312 

July 1.215 .104 .774 

Aug. .988 .732 .913 

Sept. 2.475* 1.958* 2.615* 

Oct. 2.072* 1.308 2.136* 

Overall 2.015* 1.577 2.068* 

* 

Significant at the 5% level. 

The evidence just reported convincingly demonstrates that the 

timing of household electricity usage was noticeably affected by partic

ipation in the APS project. In the remaining chapters of this study, 

models designed to analyze the specific underlying causes of these 

shifts are developed and estimated. The impacts of TOD prices, income, 

appliance stocks, temperature, and experimental design on residential 

patterns of electricity usage are directly investigated. Other issues 

possibly affecting the outcome of the experiments such as learning ef

fects, stiructural change, and billing procedures are also addressed. 



CHAPTER 4 

DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL 
AND STATISTICAL METHODS 

Since the main purpose of this research is to measure the degree 

to which households vary the timing of their electricity usage in re

sponse to TOD pricing, the specification of TOD demand models should 

focus on these price effects. Demand functions derived from utility 

maximizing behavior are important to the verification of neoclassical 

consumer theory. The estimation of such demand systems imposes various 

restrictions on the parameters. In the case of TOD electricity demand, 

the imposition of restrictions from neoclassical consumer theory is not 

desired. For that reason primarily, models derived from various utility 

functions are not analyzed in this study. 

The ability of a household to vary its pattern of electricity 

usage depends on a variety of fixed factors, most notably the make-up of 

the household's appliance stocks. During the summer months in Arizona, 

space cooling is the main residential electricity end use. A house with 

evaporative cooling will use far less electricity than one with refrig

erated air-conditioning. Furthermore, this end use is not substitutable 

across time periods in the same manner as clothes washing, for example. 

Thus, during the summer months, a household facing TOD prices might be 

expected to reduce overall consumption more than shift its usage to 

other time periods. Other main determinants of household electricity 
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usage investigated in this study are income and the number of heating 

and cooling degree days. 

The particular design of the APS study also requires that the 

specification of any model include the incentive payments indirectly 

given to each participant. Previous studies which have ignored this 

aspect of the Arizona experimental design have been unsuccessful in 

identifying any significant price responses. In Table 9, data on aver

age compensation, the base bill (B^), and the experimental bill (B) are 

given for each month of the ej^eriment when relevant. The average 

amount of compensation is shown to be a large percentage of the average 

base and experimental bills. For some summer months, average compensa

tion actually exceeds the average experimental bill. Thus, these data 

strongly suggest that failure to include a properly calculated measure 

for compensation will result in serious misspecification. Models used 

to analyze the data from the summer of 1977 when the incentive payments 

were discontinued should be modified accordingly. 

The Model 

Ordinary least squares techniques are used to estimate peak, 

mid-peak, and off-peak demands for each of the samples listed in Table 9. 

For these estimations, the following variation of Taylor's (1979) basic 

model is used. 

(11) KWH^^ = "o •*" "l^l ̂  "3^3 ^ ^ OgCOMP + agCDD/HDD 

+  ̂°'9̂ 3 
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Table 9. Some Important Details of the Samples Analyzed. 

Samples 
# of 
Obs. Avg. B 

o 
Avg. B 

Avg. 
Comp. 

1. Summer 1976 264 

a. June 55 $48.40 $40.61 $30.04 

b. July 52 64.02 52.61 48.06 

c. Aug. 53 66.98 45.61 55.79 

d. Sept. 56 60.18 44.78 53.59 

e. Oct. 48 43.08 29.34 33. 92 

2. Winter 1976/77 304 

a. Nov. 50 25.89 22.64 18.00 

b. Dec. 56 29.81 24.73 17.85 

c. Jan. 52 33.97 26.59 23.69 

d. Feb. 51 29.55 23.25 17.23 

e. Mar. 50 28.78 21.65 15.46 

f. Apr. 45 28. 27 24.01 15.04 

3. Summer 1977 327 

a. May 57 — 20.71 — 

b. June 57 — 37.51 — 

c. July 56 — 58.20 — 

d. Aug. 55 ~ 64.58 ~ 

e. Sept. 55 ~ 59.61 ~ 

f. Oct. 47 — , 37.57 — 
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where 

KWH . = kilowatt hours consumed by a household in period i, 

i = 1,2,3, 

= 'J/KV'JH during peak period, 

P2 = i^/KWH during mid-peak period, 

= <?/KWH during off-peak period, 

INCOME = geometric mean of reported income class, 

COMP = indirect income transferred to household as a result of 

its participation in the experiment from May, 1976, to 

May, 1977, 

CDD/HDD = cooling or heating degree days calculated by billing cycle, 

= total wattage of discretionary-use appliance stocks, 

= total wattage of weather-related appliance stocks, 

= total wattage of nondiscretionary-use appliance stocks, 

and, 

u = random error term. 

The Arizona data base and this model allow for the calculation 

of both own-price and also cross-price elasticities of demand. Since 

the compensation variable depends, in part, on the particular treatment 

to which a household was assigned, the determination of any price elas

ticities also must take this fact into account. All the estimated price 

elasticities are calculated at the mean and depend on the estimated co

efficients of both the price variables and the compensation term. Form

ula (12) shows how the own-price elasticity of demand is determined for 

the peak period. Formula (13) gives the same information for the double-

log version of equation (11). 
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P 
1 

(12) e 
•pk 

(a^ + a^KWH^) 
KWH 

al 

(13) 
P^-KWH^ 

Since the compensation any household receives partially depends 

upon the price schedule it faces, the coefficient of the compensation 

term influences the measurement of any price elasticity. The expected 

sign of the compensation term is positive, and the expected sign of the 

own-price coefficient is negative. As a result, the compensation would 

tend to make demand appear more inelastic than would otherwise be the 

case. If cross-price coefficients were positive, the impact of the com

pensation would suggest greater substitution than would otherwise be the 

case. However, a negative cross-price coefficient could result in 

either a positive or negative cross-price elasticity depending on the 

size of Og. For these reasons two measures of price elasticities will 

be calculated. The simple price elasticity will measure price responses 

which ignore the impact of the compensation term. Measures of total 

elasticity will be calculated by equations such as (12) and (13). 

confounding of price responses with responses to the compensation term. 

Furthermore, the existence of two measures of price elasticity raises 

the question of which is relevant for estimating the effects of TOD 

prices. Since none of the participants was ever informed that they 

would receive any indirect incentive payment and since these payments in 

no way depended on a household's usage during the experiment, the 

This discussion of price elasticities emphasizes the potential 



relevant price elasticity is the simple price elasticity. However, the 

income effect due to the compensation scheme devised for the Arizona 

study cannot be ignored without introducing substantial misspecification 

error. Complete details on what households were told concerning the 

experiment and billing procedures are contained in Appendix B. 

Statistical Procedures 

Since some of the values for the compensation are negative or 

zero, a double-log estimation of equation (11) cannot be done immedi

ately. Two alternatives are possible. First, as formula (7) points 

out, the compensation may be decomposed into two parts, one which is 

always negative and the other which is always positive. Treating the 

negative component as positive, both may be included in a log model. 

However, considerable multicollinearity in some cases prevents the de

termination of precise"parameter estimates. 

Another way of dealing with the negative or zero compensation 

values is to eliminate those observations from the sample. This pro

cedure could significantly change the results. In order to test for 

this, two linear models are estimated, one with the full sample and one 

with a truncated sample where those observations with compensation less 

than or equal to zero are omitted. Chow tests are performed to deter

mine whether the omitted observations have any significant effect on the 

results. For the summer of 1976, F-statistics of 1.613, 1.425, and .470, 

for the peak, mid-peak, and off-peak, respectively, indicate that the 

omission of the five affected observations does not significantly alter 

the estimated results. For the winter months, F-values of .414, .461, 



and .284 imply that excluding the 44 observations with compensation less 

than or equal to zero did not bias the results. 

In Taylor's (1979) analysis the data were not adjusted by bill

ing cycle or for a 30-day month. Mean monthly temperature was used in

stead of cooling degree days, and the appliance stock data were not 

disaggregated. Substantial variation in heating and cooling degree-days 

does occur across households. As an illustration, cooling degree-idays 

for July, 1976, range from 228 to 409. For January, 1976, heating 

degree-days range from 299 to 438. However, the most important short

coming of Taylor's model was that no measure of compensation was 

included. 

As was mentioned in Chapter 1, a reestimation of Taylor's model 

using the adjusted data for the edited sample for group I during the 

summer of 1976 shows no overall improvement in statistical results. 

Prices remain generally insignificant and most of the explanatory power 

is accounted for by the income and appliance stock variables. As a 

comparison with later results, the results of a double-log estimation 

of equation (11) minus the compensation variable is presented in 

Table 10. Without the compensation term, all the variables, except for 

the prices and weather-related stocks in the off-peak model, are sig

nificant at the 5% level and have the correct sign. T-statistics are 

shown in parentheses beneath each of the coefficients. A one-tailed 

test is used for income, own-prices, and cooling degree-days. Two-

tailed tests are used for all other variables. 

In addition to estimating demand models for each san^le listed 

in Table 9, the questions of the presence of learning effects and 
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Table 10. TOD Demand Models for the Slimmer of 1976, a Double-Log 
Estimation with No Compensation. 

Independent Dependent Variables 
Variables Peak KWH Mid-peak KWH Off-peak KWH 

Constant -5.896* -3.619* -2.515* 
(-5.753) (-3.961) (-2.433) 

Income .243* .291* . 320* 
( 4.283) ( 5.743) ( 5.581) 

Pi - .305 - .163 - .040 
X 

(-1.330) (- .800) (- .171) 

p. - .135 - .003 .105 
(- .825) (- .022) ( .637) 

P3 - .005 - .037 - .067 
J 

(- .049) (- .392) (- .628) 

w .105* .117* .188* 
X 

( 2.842) ( 3.556) ( 5.032) 

.425* .293* .088 
( 8.449) , ( 6.529) ( 1.739) 

w .276* .253* .188* 
J 

( 3.310) ( 3.401) ( 2.238) 

CDD .334* .336* .354* 
( 8.236) ( 9,298) ( 8.664) 

Adj. .519 .535 .451 

DF 260 260 260 



structural change were also addressed. Learning effects might be ex

pected to be observed during the first summer of the experiment. Had 

there been a steady, progressive shifting of usage from higher to lower 

cost periods, some evidence of learning may be suggested. However, the 

data contained in Tables 5 through 8 do not support this conclusion. 

Any systematic changes in the coefficients of any of the predictors 

through time might also imply some learning process. For example, if 

the partial derivative for discretionary-use stocks in the peak model 

became progressively smaller through the summer months and if these 

changes were significant, they could be attributed to learning effects. 

If the partial derivatives for the same variable became progressively 

larger in the off-peak model, this conclusion would be reinforced. The 

statistical evidence would suggest that households shifted usage of 

discretionary-use appliances from the peak to the off-peak period. 

Furthermore, as the experiment continued, this shifting became more 

obvious, implying some learning process. 

although there is no specific test for learning effects, the 

following procedure is useful for determining whether variations in 

monthly responses are suggestive of learning. Dummy variables for four 

of the five summer months are created and multiplied by each independent 

variable. These new variables and dxammy variables are then included in 

a reestimation of the monthly models for the summer of 1975. If any of 

these new variables are significant in most of the monthly models and if 

the change in the coefficients is systematic, learning effects may be 

implied. 
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When the data for the sununers of 1976 and 1977 were pooled, 

tests for structural change or changes due to the new experimental de

sign were accounted for in a similar manner. Since significant differ

ences between the residual variances for the 1976 and 1977 summer models 

suggested the presence of heteroscedasticity, weighted least squares was 

used to obtain more efficient parameter estimates from the pooled data. 

Then, a dummy variable was created which had a value of one if the ob

servation was from 1976 and zero otherwise. Each independent variable 

was multiplied by the dummy variable and included along with the dummy 

variable in a reestimation of TOD demand models from the pooled sample. 

Using the residual sum of squares from each of the estimations, F-tests 

were done to determine if there had been any significant structural 

changes. The results of all these estimations are tests are reported 

in the following chapter. 



CHAPTER 5 

RESULTS OF THE ESTIMATIONS 
AND STATISTICAL TESTS 

The results of the analysis of 18 months data on residential 

electricity consiamption by TOD are presented in this chapter. Ordinary 

least squares techniques are used to estimate double-log and linear 

versions of equation (11) for each of the samples listed in Table 9. 

Models for groups II and III were not included in this study due to 

several problems with the sample data. First, as was mentioned in Chap

ter 2, measurement error is present in the determination of base usage 

for the peak and mid-peak periods. This results in measiurement error in 

the determination of the very important compensation term. Secondly, 

the relatively small sample sizes, 86 and 122 observations for groups II 

and III, respectively, and less price variation increase the difficulty 

of obtaining precise parameter estimates. Thus, additional useful in

formation on residential responses to TOD prices would not be provided 

by their analysis. 

The details of both the linear and double-log estimations are 

reported for the summer of 1975. Since the differences due to func

tional form appear to be minor, only the results of the double-log 

models are reported for the other samples. Results of the tests for 

learning effects and structural change are also tabulated. In the 

tables which follow, t-statistics are shown in parentheses beneath each 

of the coefficients. An asterisk indicates that the variable is 
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significant at least at the 5% level. One-tailed tests are used for 

income, own-prices, compensation, and heating and cooling degree-days. 

Two-tailed tests are used for all other variables. 

Results for the Summer of 1976 

The results for the summer of 1976 based on a linear estima

tion of equation (11) are presented in Table 11 with corresponding 

elasticities, calculated at the mean, shown in Table 12. Except for 

discretionary-use appliance stocks, all the explanatory variables are 

significant at the 10% level in at least two of the TOD equations. 

Overall ej^lanatory power of the models, as measured by the adjusted 

2 
R , is quite high for the peak and mid-peak models and very acceptable 

for the off-peak model. 

Income is a significant predictor in the mid-peak and off-peak 

models although its elasticity is quite small. Compensation, on the 

other hand, is highly significant in all equations and has a much larger 

elasticity. A correlation coefficient of .464 between income and com

pensation suggests that some multicollinearity may be responsible for 

this result. Since the amount of compensation a household receives de

pends partially on its pre-experimental usage, its statistical strength 

may also reflect some habit fomation. Lifestyle determines, to some 
V 

degree, current patterns of consumption. Adapting these established 

patterns of usage to the reality of TOD prices may require some modifi

cation of household customs or habits. To the extent that these changes 

come about slowly and that pre-experimental patterns were determined by 

long established customs, the strength of the compensation term may be a 
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Table 11. TOD Demand Models for the Summer of 1976, a Linear Estimation. 

Independent 
Variables Peak KWH 

Dependent Variables 
Mid-Peak KWH Off-Peak KWH 

Constant 402.188* 821.379* 343.256* 
( 9.028) ( 7.612) ( 2.869) 

Income .001 .004* .003* 
( 1.427) ( 3.152) ( 2.214) 

Comp. 4.038* 9.648* 4.052* 
(22.343) (22.041) ( 8.348) 

-1380.538* -3000.949* -1431.185 
1 

(-4.948) (-4.441) (-1.910) 

-4813.557* -8546.712* -2623.646 
2. 

(-8.592) (-6.298) (-1.744) 

p. - 758.387 -4203.132* -5250.985* 
J 

(- .998) (-2.285) (-2.574) 

w .0004 .001 .006* 
J. 

(- .676) ( .945) ( 3.725) 

w .012* .025* .013* 
( 5.540) ( 4.609) ( 2.203) 

w .042 .096 .085 
6 

( 1.919) ( 1.823) ( 1.454) 

CDD .163* .606* .602* 
( 3.854) ( 5.917) ( 5.303) 

Adj.. .825 .838 .563 

DF 259 259 259 
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Table 12. Elasticities Calculated at the Mean. 

Independent Mid-peak Off-peak 
Variables Peak KWH KWH KWH 

Income .048 .074* .090* 

Comp. .609* .559* .383* 

-.586* -.489* -.381 

^2 
-.826* -.563* -.282 

^3 
-.064 -.137* -.279* 

Wi -.017 .016 .159* 

"2 
.246* .197* .167* 

"3 
.081 .071 .102 

CDD .122* .175* .283* 

result of habit formation. However, the fact that the coefficient of 

the compensation variable is much larger than that for income does very 

strongly indicate that participating households were more inclined to 

spend a dollar of compensation on electricity rather than a dollar of 

other income. 

This conclusion is at variance with conventional economic theory 

and may be explained, in part, by the billing procedure used by APS. 

During the experiment households were not informed that any indirect 

incentive payment was being made. Each month a reported discount told 

them how much they had saved by participating in the experiment. This 

discount was simply the difference between the bill they would have paid 

and the TOD bill they actually paid. Customer comments during the ex

periment indicate that households were made very conscious of this sav

ings. This discount would increase as long as the marginal price under 

declining block prices was greater than the relevant TOD price. Given 
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the declining block price schedule for 1976, this would almost always 

occur during the off-peak period and frequently during the mid-peak 

period. That means, an increase in off-peak or mid-peak usage, all else 

constant, would tend to increase customer discounts. Although this dis

count should theoretically be of no consequence to the household, its 

inclusion on each monthly bill was very likely to be misleading. Re

porting monthly discounts may have led customers to conclude wrongly 

that larger discounts were evidence of successful shifting of their 

consumption. Later versions of the APS experiment abandon the practice 

of reporting monthly discounts. When these data are made available, it 

will be important to specifically test whether or not this billing pro

cedure had a measureable impact on customer responses to TOD pricing. 

If more recent versions of the APS experiment had not modified the bill

ing method, the inclusion of the discount as a predictor may have shed 

some light on this issue. 

All own-price elasticities of demand are significant and nega

tive. Although all demands are fairly inelastic, the peak and mid-peak 

periods have elasticities of nearly the same magnitude while the off-

peak demand appears to be the most inelastic of the three. All cross-

price elasticities are negative, and all but one are significant at the 

10% level. This implication of complementarity may seem counter

intuitive in view of the data presented in Table 5 and the statistical 

results shown in Table 7. When price elasticities are recalculated to 

include the impact of the coirpensation term, a somewhat different pic

ture emerges as Table 13 points out. Four of the six cross-price elas

ticities become positive while the two remaining negative values become 
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Table 13. Total Price Elasticities Calculated from Equations (12) 
and (13)—Summer 1976. 

Peak Mid-Peak Off-Peak 
Prices Period Period Period 

Linear Estimation 

-.041* .011* -.038 

^2 " 
-.237* -.056* .194 

^3 
.088 -.002* 

Double-Log Estimation 

-.183* 

-.178* -.043* .058 

^2 
-.400* -.239* -.068 

^3 
-.208* -.216* -.191* 

much smaller in absolute value. Own-price elasticities imply that all 

three demands are much more inelastic with off-peak demand the most 

elastic. 

Of the different categories of appliance stocks, the weather-

related stocks, not surprisingly, are the most important determinant of 

TOD usage during the summer months. Discretionary-use stocks are sig

nificant in only the off-peak model, and nondiscretionary-use stocks are 

significant at the 10% level in the peak and mid-peak equations. The 

number of cooling degree days is also shown to be a positive and very 

significant predictor of electricity consumption during the summer of 

1976. 

The estimated parameters of the double-log models shown in 

Table 14 produce elasticities which are generally comparable to those 

of the linear models. As before, all explanatory variables except for 
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Table 14. TOD Demand Models for the Summer of 1976, a Double-Log 
Estimation. 

Independent Dependent Variables 
Variables Peak KWH Mid-peak KWH Off-peak KHH 

Constant -3.163* -1.192* - .693 
(-5.394) (-2.379) (- .785) 

Income .062* .132* .206* 
( 1.909) ( 4.724) ( 4.190) 

Comp. .604* .529* .383* 
(21.246) (21.803) ( 8.946) 

Pn - .444* - .276* - .111 
± 

(-3.452) (-2.508) (- .571) 

- .666* - .472* - .237 
A 

(-7.141) (-5.926) (-1.687) 

P. - .281* - .280* - .237* 
3 (-4.667) (-5.452) (-2.611) 

w - .022 .002 .102* 
1 (-1.049) ( .132) ( 3.184) 

w .102* .012 - .109* 
2. 

( 3.157) ( .437) (-2.240) 

w .124* .123* .093 
i 

( 2.621) ( 3.059) ( 1.316) 

CDD .108* .130* .195* 
( 4.385) ( 6.205) ( 5.274) 

2 
Ad:. K .835 .849 .579 

DF 254 254 254 

Var(u) .092 .067 .208 
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discretionary-use stocks are significant in at least two of the three 

equations. Overall explanatory power also remains high. 

Own-price elasticities are somewhat smaller in the double-log 

version, but their overall pattern is unchanged. Peak and mid-peak 

elasticities are very close in size with the off-peak demand the most 

inelastic of the three. Cross-price elasticities are negative, and only 

those with respect to the off-peak price are somewhat larger in absolute 

value. 

The compensation elasticities are nearly the same in both. The 

only striking difference is that the weather-related stocks reverse sign 

in the off-peak model and become insignificant in the mid-peak model. 

An increase in the correlation between weather-related appliance stocks 

and income implies that multicollinearity may account for this change. 

A decrease in the correlation between the log values for income and 

compensation may somewhat explain the larger income elasticities. 

Total price elasticities for the double-log models are also 

displayed in Table 13. Although only one cross-price term actually 

becomes positive when the impact of the incentive payment is included, 

all become very much smaller in absolute value. However, the implica

tions of complementarity remain. The own-price elasticities, unlike 

those of the linear models, are very nearly equal in all three equations. 

The results of the double-log estimation including the compensa

tion term present a striking contrast to the results displayed in 

Table 9 in the previous chapter. The importance of a properly specified 

compensation variable is immediately evident. Overall explanatory power 

2 
of the models, as measured by the adjusted R 's, rises by more than 30 
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percentage points in the peak and mid-peak models and by 12.8 percentage 

points in the off-peak model. More importantly, when no compensation is 

introduced, no TOD price is revealed to be a significant predictor of 

residential electricity consumption by TOD. 

Table 15 details a comparison of the estimated price elastici

ties for the summer of 1976 from the Atkinson (1977) and double-log 

models. The data point out some interesting differences between the 

elasticities estimated by the two models. The double-log model indi

cates that demands in all time periods are more inelastic than those 

implied by Atkinson's model. Although all cross-price elasticities are 

negative in both, the double-log model reveals stronger complementarity 

in the peak and mid-peak periods and weaker complementarity in the off-

peak period. In addition, not all own-price effects are larger than the 

cross-price effects as found by Atkinson. 

Individual monthly equations were also estimated for the summer 

of 1976. Due to smaller sample sizes and less data variation, the re

sults are noticeably poorer than those for the entire summer. They are 

generally better than those estimated in previous studies where the data 

are not adjusted for billing cycle differences and no measure of the 

incentive payment is considered. Results of the double-log estimation 

displayed in Table 16 show that the compensation is always a significant 

and positive predictor of household KWH usage by TOD. Income is sig

nificant in several of the mid-peak and off-peak models, but it is never 

significant in any peak equation. Prices are generally significant in 

the peak and mid-peak monthly models and insignificant in the off-peak 

models. All own-price coefficients are negative, and most cross-price 
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Table 15. A Comparison of Elasticities: The Atkinson Model vs. 
the Double-Log Model. 

Peak Mid-Peak Off-Peak 
Prices Period Period Period 

Atkinson Model 

-.629 -.227 -.410 

^2 
-.260 -.693 -.338 

^3 
-.111 -.080 

Double-Log Model 

-.252 

-.444 -.276 -.111 

^2 
-.666 -.474 -.237 

-.281 -.280 -.237 



Table 15. Monthly TOD Demand Models for the Summer of 1976, a Double-Log Estimation. 

Independent 
Variable June July Aug. Sept. Oct. 

Peak Kt-JH: 

Constant -5.090* -1.647 -12.952* -2.688 -4.370* 
(-3.013) T

 

C
O

 

(-3.434) (-1.853) (-3.398) 

Income .114 .084 - .074 .044 .091 
( 1.444) ( 1.394) (-1.134) ( .635) ( 1.146) 

Comp. .580* .654* .596* .576* .694* 
( 8.367) (11.807) (10.419) ( 8.270) (10.130) 

Pi - .827* - .082 - .168 - .489* - .869* 
X 

(-2.774) (- .347) (- .656) (-1.769) (-2.746) 

^2 
- .698* - .803* - .592* - .659* - .806* 
(-3.213) (-4.574) (-2.740) (-3.227) (-3.927) 

P3 - .388* - .157 - .248 - .236 - .249 
(-2.800) (-1.320) (-1.990) (-1.753) (-1.933) 

W - .010 - .043 - .163* .006 .039 
J. 

(- .194) (-1.020) (-3.500) ( .142) ( .797) 

"2 
.098 .060 .308* .057 .006 

( 1.294) ( 1.040) ( 4.409) ( .726) ( .093) 

W .213 - .017 .253* .086 .081 
( 1.846) (- .196) ( 2.632) ( .866) ( .753) 

CDD .038 .171 1.959* .150 .086 
( .214) ( .854) ( 3.116) ( .921) ( 1.350) 

Adj. .788 .887 .866 .811 .854 



Table 16. Continued. 

Independent 
Variable June July Aug. Sept. Oct. 

Mid-Peak KWH: 

Constant -1.313 - .621 -3.034 -2.183 -1,903 
(- .907) (- .410) (-1.110) (-1.443) (-1.657) 

Income .128* .133* .074 .105 .182* 
( 1.885) ( 2.438) ( 1.559) ( 1.449) ( 2,579) 

Comp. .510* .592* .551* .505* ,544* 
( 8.576) (11.834) (13.309) ( 6.948) ( 8,887) 

Pi - .499 .015 - .131 - .368 - .731* 
X 

(-1.953) ( .072) (- .706) (-1.277) (-2.586) 

^2 
- .495* - .636* - .352* - .466* - .446* 

C. 
(-2.661) (-4.014) (-2.245) (-2.189) (-2,433) 

P3 - .329* - .236* - .294* - .259 - .204 
(-2.774) (-2.200) (-3.259) (-1.846) (-1,773) 

"1 
- .021 - .015 - .036 .002 .061 

J. 
(- .467) (- .389) (-1.078) ( .035) ( 1.399) 

"2 
.042 .012 .067 .011 - ,058 

( .640) ( .224) ( 1.332) ( .133) (- .955) 

w .246* - .007 .201* .069 ,091 
( 2.488) (- .093) ( 2.891) ( .668) ( .947) 

CDD - .140 .212 .527 .413* ,082 
(- .922) ( 1.176) ( 1.156) ( 2.431) ( 1.441) 

Adj. .785 .893 .900 .762 - .840 



Table 16. Continued. 

Independent 
Variable June July Aug. Sept. Oct. 

Off-Peak KVJH: 

Constant .819 -3.781 -2.526 .940 - .600 
( .399) (-1.302) (- .436) ( .319) (- .271) 

Income .180* .242* .160 .158 .297* 
( 1.872) ( 2.319) ( 1.588) ( 1.124) ( 2.182) 

Comp. .310* .385* .389* .397* .422* 
( 3.676) ( 4.016) ( 4.431) ( 2.811) ( 3.574) 

P. - . 506 - .104 - .243 .380 - .260 
J. 

(-1.395) (- .254) (- .618) ( .678) (- .478) 

P, - .086 - .433 - .090 - .234 - .353 
Z 

(- .327) (-1.424) (- .271) (- .564) (-1.000) 

Po - .288* - .123 - .248 - .199 - .181 
(-1.713) (- .597) (-1.296) (- .730) (- .820) 

w .077 .072 .134 .096 .133 
( 1.193) ( .978) ( 1.880) ( 1.042) ( 1.580) 

- .017 - .029 - .095 - .134 - .234 
(- .181) (- .294) (- .889) (- .840) (-1.997) 

w .134 .047 .103 .219 - .028 
J 

{ .957) ( .311) ( .698) ( 1.090) (- .150) 

CDD - .336 .618* .530 .089 .199* 
(-1.564) ( 1.786) ( .548) ( .270) ( 1.807) 

Adj. .502 .578 .549 .356 .548 

DF 45 42 43 46 38 



coefficients are also negative. The various categories of appliance 

stocks and cooling degree-days are occasionally significant in the 

monthly models. Overall explanatory power remains high. 

Using demand equations derived from the translog utility func

tion and correcting for truncation bias, Aigner and Hausman (1978) esti

mate TOD demand models from the August data. A comparison of the 

elasticities derived from their models with those from the double-log 

models just shown are presented in Table 17. Similar patterns for own-

price responses are noted in both. Mid-peak demand is the most elastic 

followed by the off-peak and peak demands, respectively. Except for the 

peak period where estimated own-price elasticities are nearly identical, 

the Aigner-Hausman results indicate that mid-peak and off-peak demands 

are more elastic than the corresponding demands from the double-log 

model. Cross-price elasticities in both emphasize the complementarity 

of electricity consumption in different time periods and vary widely in 

magnitude. 

Using data for May, 1976, Aigner and Hausman reestimate their 

models and report similar results. As was mentioned in Chapter 2, many 

households in the experiment were unaware that they faced TOD prices 

during May. For this reason, these results are considered to be only 

coincidental. 

The results in Table 16 illustrate that this particular pattern 

of own-price elasticities does not hold for each summer month. Since no 

systematic changes in the coefficients appear through time, learning 

effects cannot account for these monthly variations. 
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Table 17. A Comparison of Elasticities: The Aigner-Hausman Model 
vs. the Double-Log Model. 

Mid- Off-
Peak Peak Peak 

Prices Period Period Period 

Aigner-Hausman Model: 

-.169 -.773 -.792 

P2 -.369 -.474 -.006 

P3 -.684 .019 -.362 

Double-Log Model: 

P^ -.168 -.131 -.243 

P2 -.592 -.352 -.090 

P3 -.248 -.294 -.248 

However, some of these monthly differences might imply that the 

slope and intercept parameters are not the same for each month, an 

underlying assumption of the pooled estimations for the summer of 1976. 

To test the validity of this assumption, an analysis of covariance was 

done. Dummy variables created for four of the five summer months were 

used to test the null hypothesis that the estimated parameters are the 

same for each month. The F-values for the peak, mid-peak, and off-peak 

periods, respectively, are 1.68, 1.08, and .51. Although the null 

hypothesis cannot be rejected for the mid-peak and off-peak periods at 

the 95% level, it cannot be accepted for the peak period. A closer 

examination of the peak responses during August, the month of greatest 

usage, reveals that the elasticities for cooling degree-days and weather-

related appliance stocks are significantly greater than, those estimated 

for any other month. Furthermore, except for July, the own-price 
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elasticity of demand is significantly smaller than any other estimated 

elasticity. Since the F-statistic for the peak period is just equal to 

its critical value, and since the corresponding statistics for the other 

periods are much less than their critical values, no serious problem in 

pooling the summer 1976 data is anticipated. 

Results for the Winter of 1976/77 

Results of the double-log estimation of equation (11) for the 

winter months are presented in Table 18. Except for the own-price in 

the off-peak model, all variables are significant at least at the 10% 

level in each model. Only heating-degree days in the peak equation has 

the wrong sign. Overall explanatory power is quite good. 

Income elasticities for the winter period are highly significant 

and much larger than those estimated for the summer. A reduction in the 

correlation between income and compensation may partially explain this 

finding. Compensation remains a very strong and positive predictor for 

electricity consumption by TOD. Its elasticities are noticeably smaller 

than those for the summer, but they remain larger than the corresponding 

winter income elasticities. As was pointed out in Table 9, average 

monthly compensation during the winter was much smaller than during the 

summer. So, it is not surprising to find compensation elasticities much 

smaller in the winter models. 

Own-price elasticities are negative in all three equations but 

significant in only the peak and mid-peak models. Unlike the summer 

responses, peak demand is revealed to be more elastic than mid-peak de

mand. As before, the cross-price elasticities underline the 
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Table 18. TOD Demand Models for the Winter of 1976/77, a Double-Log 
Estimation. 

Independent Dependent Variables 
Variables Peak Klffl Mid-Peak KWH Off-Peak KWH 

Constant -2.340* - .762 -1.899* 
(-4.492) (-1.686) (-2.835) 

Income .173* .177* .207* 
( 5.181) ( 6.101) ( 4.823) 

Comp. .273* .265* .310* 
(13.808) (15.478) (12.218) 

P. - .533* - .394* - .566* 
X 

(-4.045) (-3.447) (-3.337) 

p. - .339* - .166* - .370* 
z 

(-3.184) (-1.795) (-2.705) 

p. - .180* - .192* - .052 
•ij 

(-2.989) (-3.691) (- .674) 

w .075* .070* .056 
X 

( 3.139) ( 3.382) ( 1.797) 

.044* .074* .110* 
( 2.412) ( 4.631) ( 4.638) 

w .141* .153* .128* 
J 

( 3.016) ( 3.770) ( 2.132) 

HDD - .039* .020* .076* 
(-2.988) ( 1.756) ( 4.464) 

Adj. .686 .756 .658 

DF 294 294 294 

Var(u) .114 .085 .188 
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complementary relationship among electricity consumption in different 

time periods. The total price elasticities calculated by equation (13) 

and shown in Table 19 do not contradict this conclusion. 

All appliance stock categories are shown to be important deter

minants of electricity consumption by TOD. Discretionary-use stocks, 

generally unimportant in the summer models, are significant at the 5% 

level in the peak and mid-peak periods and at the 10% level in the off-

peak period. Weather-related stocks, significant in all three periods, 

have estimated elasticities ranging from a low of .044 for the peak to 

a high of .110 for the off-peak. This is in contrast to the results 

found for the summer. Although the double-log model did not show 

weather-related appliance stocks as an important indicator of summer TOD 

usage, the linear model produced highly significant elasticities ranging 

from a low of .167 for the off-peak to a high of .246 for the peak. 

Since winter weather-related stocks tend to require less electricity 

than the summer weather-related stocks, winter elasticities are expected 

to be smaller than those for the summer. Estimated elasticities for 

nondiscretionary-use appliance stocks are higher for the winter months. 

Since total consumption during the winter is much less than it is during 

the summer, electricity consumed by these appliances should account for 

a greater percentage of total KWH during the winter. Thus, the results 

show larger elasticities for the v/inter months as expected. Finally, 

heating degree-days do not appear to be as strong a predictor for winter 

usage as cooling degree-days are for summer usage. In general, the 

larger number of degree-days during the summer months accounts for the 

larger elasticity measures. 
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Table 19. Total Price Elasticities Calculated from Equation (13) — 
Winter 1976/77. 

Mid- Off-
Peak Peak Peak 

Prices Period Period Period 

-.446 -.309 -.467 

^2 
-.213 -.044 -.227 

^3 
-.120 -.134 .016 

The results of the estimation of individual monthly models ap

pear in Table 20. Although overall explanatory power remains high, only 

the compensation variable is consistently significant in each equation. 

Income is significant at least at the 10% level in 15 of the 18 TOD 

models. Prices overall are not quite as important in the winter monthly 

models as they were in the summer models. Own-price responses are gen

erally significant at least at the 10% level in the peak equations. In 

the mid-peak models, own-price elasticities are negative and significant 

in only two cases, and in the off-peak, they are shown to be generally 

unimportant. No discernible pattern of own-price elasticities is ob-

served. Cross-price elasticities tend to be negative and significant 

about 50% of the time in both the peak and mid-peak periods. Such 

cross-price responses are significant only in the December and January 

models for the off-peak. The various appliance stock categories are 

occasionally significant. Heating degree-days are significant in only 

three of the 18 equations. 



Table 20. Monthly TOD Demand Models for the Winter of 1976/77, a Double-Log Estimation. 

Independent 
Variable Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. 

Peak KWH: 

Constant -2.208 -3.278* .224 -3.510* -6.625* -1.473 
(-1.807) (-2.404) ( .087) (-2.305) (-2.011) (- .967) 

Income .151* .140* .052 .187* .250* .138 
( 1.816) ( 2.002) ( .779) ( 2.292) ( 2.989) ( 1.362) 

Comp. .451* .391* .401* .273* .151* .224* 
( 8.573) ( 7.320) ( 8.604) ( 5.512) ( 3.734) ( 3.976) 

P. - .525 - .559* - .307 - .774* - .586 - .511 
X 

(-1.679) (-2.158) (-1.179) (-2.310) (-1.668) (-1.318) 

p. - .442 - .451 - .876* - .324 - .257 - .109 
(-1.757) (-1.959) (-3.874) (-1.178) (- .954) (- .373) 

P3 - .317* - .212 - .042 - .044 - .247 - .466* 
(-2.253) (-1.719) (- .344) (- .295) (-1.488) (-2.700) 

w .072 .121* .057 .071 .059 - .002 
X 

( 1.248) ( 2.452) ( 1.078) ( 1.120) ( .951) (- .032) 

"2 
.002 - .007 .003 .075 .067 .094 

( .061) (- .191) ( .078) ( 1.594) ( 1.399) ( 1.850) 

"3 
.005 .114 .175 .122 .168 .096 

( .049) ( 1.133) ( 1.796) ( 1.056) ( 1.426) ( .750) 

HDD - .030 .062 - .408 .155 .666 - .053 
(- .976) ( .400) (-1.179) ( .961) ( 1.098) (- .338) 

Adj. .754 .758 .799 .702 .582 .605 



Table 20. Continued. 

Independent 
Variable Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. 

Mid-Peak KWH: 

Constant - .718 - .094 .412 -1.975 -5.533 .011 
(- .774) (- .078) ( .194) (-1.498) (-1.940) ( .008) 

Income .154* .140* .120* .159* .230* .143 
( 2.448) ( 2.246) ( 2.192) ( 2.256) ( 3.185) ( 1.485) 

Comp. .380* .390* .395* .281* .158* .180* 
( 9.495) ( 8.256) (10.282) ( 6.568) ( 4.532) ( 3.355) 

P, - .392 - .297 - .262 - .536 - .565 - .361 
X 

(-1.651) (-1.296) (-1.220) (-1.849) (-1.860) (- .980) 

Po - .216 - .347* - .626* - .308 - .024 ,095 
z 

(-1.129) (-1.703) (-3.360) (-1.296) (- .104) ( .345) 

P3 - .298* - .237* - .084 - .130 - .220 - .304 
J 

(-2.792) (-2.167) (- .842) (-1.001) (-1.535) (-1.859) 

w .058 .048 .050 .045 .087 .053 
X 

( 1.330) ( 1.088) ( 1.152) ' ( .819) ( 1.606) ( .865) 

"2 
- .001 .051 .049 .108* .096* .120* 

A 
(- .030) ( 1.548) ( 1.533) ( 2.656) ( 2.307) ( 2.475) 

w .156 .160 .203* .102 .084 .080 
0 

( 1.865) ( 1.796) ( 2.538) ( 1.022) ( .827) ( .660) 

HDD .004 - .141 - .256 .236* .942* .124 
( .197) (-1.023) (- .899) ( 1.689) ( 1.795) ( .836) 

Adj. .806 .818 .877 .777 .692 .643 



Table 20. Continued. 

Independent 
Variable Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. 

Off-Peak KWH: 

Constant -2. ,297 - . .912 ,202 -3. ,198 -6. .963 -2. .724 
(-1. .723) (- . ,488) ( . .049) (-1. .527) (-1. .487) (-1. ,571) 

Income ,209* ,148 ,062 .202* .293* .115 
( 2. ,310) ( 1. ,537) ( . .589) ( 1. ,800) ( 2. .474) ( . .993) 

Comp. ,361* .471* .500* .350* .161* .296* 
( 6. ,288) ( 6, .445) ( 6. .768) ( 5. .145) ( 2, .813) ( 4. .610) 

- , .450 - . .772* - , .623 - , .585 - . .500 - . .567 
X 

(-1. ,321) (-2. .176) (-1. .511) (-1. .271) (-1. .002) (-1. .284) 

- , ,449 - , .616 -1 .008* - , .441 .037 - , .453 
(-1. .636) (-1. .953) (-2. .817) (-1 .167) ( , .097) (-1. .367) 

p. - , .121 .008 .045 - , .029 - , .123 - , .278 
(- . .788) ( .050) ( .234) (- . .142) (- . .521) (-1. .416) 

w .074 .057 .013 - , .029 .064 .021 
± 

( 1 .187) ( .842) ( .155) (- . .331) ( . .719) ( . .289) 

"2 
- , .011 .052 .100 .164* .188* .135* 
(- .247) ( 1 .028) ( 1 .621) ( 2 .536) ( 2, .751) ( 2, .325) 

w .248* - .042 .087 .148 .118 .023 
( 2 .065) (- .304) ( .563) ( .929) { .706) ( .157) 

HDD .026 - .001 - .303 .330 1 .118 .396* 
( .782) (- .005) (- .553) ( 1 .483) ( 1 .298) ( 2 .235) 

Adj. .667 .675 .720 .665 .544 .680 

DF 40 46 42 41 40 35 
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Results for the Summer of 1977 

Beginning in May, 1977, the design of the APS experiment was 

modified to eliminate the incentive payment. In order to assure the 

continued participation of the households, overall rate schedules were 

lowered as the data in Tables 1 and 2 point out. Average peak price 

falls from 12.3<|: to 8.8<:; average mid-peak price falls from 5<J to 2.7'?; 

and average off-peak price declines from 2.4<: to 0.7^. Although price 

variation was reduced in 1977 by collapsing 16 rate schedules to four, 

the rate design was improved. Rate schedules in effect for the second 

year of the experiment have zero covariances across rate periods. This 

condition should improve the precision of the estimated price coeffi

cients. 

Results of the double-log estimation detailed in Table 21 show 

a precipitous decline in overall explanatory power for the peak and mid-

peak models although most of the independent variables remain signifi-

2 
cant. The adjusted R for the off-peak model is increased slightly. 

With the absence of any compensation scheme, income elasticities 

for the summer of 1977 are estimated to be decidedly larger than those 

for the previous summer. Furthermore, their statistical significance 

has increased. This is due, in part, to the elimination of multicollin-

earity between income and the incentive payment. 

Own-price elasticities for the peak and mid-peak demands are 

negative and significant. As was the case in the summer of 1976, these 

elasticities have nearly the same magnitude in the two periods. The 

own-price elasticity in the off-peak model is inexplicably positive. Of 

the six estimated cross-price elasticities, three are negative and three 
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Table 21. TOD Demand Models for the Summer of 1977, a Double-Log 
Estimation. 

Independent 
Variables Peak KWH 

Dependent Variables 
Mid-Peak KWH Off-Peak KWH 

Constant -5.530* -4.615* -1.879 
(-4.013) (-3.876) (-1.526) 

Income .346* .317* .348* 
( 5.907) ( 6.262) ( 6.647) 

P. - .537* - .480* - .330* 
1 

(-3.830) (-3.959) (-2.630) 

- .707 - .530 .523 
A 

(-1.870) (-1.623) ( 1.550) 

p. . 235* .128 .114 
J 

( 2.509) ( 1.587) ( 1.357) 

.021 .050 .094* 
( .656) ( 1.768) ( 3.205) 

.378* .307* .177* 
2. ( 8.956) ( 8.432) ( 4.697) 

w .055 .210* .415* 
J 

( .694) ( 3.065) ( 5.859) 

CDD • .249* .243* .246* 
(11.815) (13.372) (13.066) 

Adj. .570 .617 .591 

DF 318 318 318 

Var(u) . 316 .236 .252 
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are positive. Most notably, cross-price responses with respect to the 

off-peak price are positive suggesting that consimiption of electricity 

in the off-peak is considered as a substitute for usage in the other two 

intervals. This is in contrast to the results from the summer of 1976. 

The three categories of appliance stocks are shown to be very 

important determinants of electricity usage by TOD in the mid-peak and 

off-peak equations. For the peak period, only weather-related appli

ances are significant. Overall, these measures of the households' elec

tricity using capacity are revealed to be more important in the siammer 

of 1977 than they are in 1976. In addition, the actual estimated elas

ticities also tend to be larger in 1977. 

The number of cooling degree-days is a highly significant and 

positive indicator of TOD demand for electricity. Although this was 

also the case in 1975, the estimated elasticities for 1977 are somewhat 

greater in all periods. This may be due to the fact that the summer of 

1977 was considerably warmer than the summer of 1976. Cooling degree-

day data outlined in Table 5 illustrate this point. 

Individual monthly TOD demands for the summer of 1977 were also 

estimated using the double-log version of equation (11). The results of 

this analysis are described in Table 22. Of all the explanatory vari

ables, income is consistently the most important predictor. Prices, on 

the other hand, are generally insignificant in most models. The small 

number of observations in each monthly sample may partially account for 

this result. The various categories of appliance stocks are also shown 

to be important, especially weather-related appliances in the peak and 

mid-peak equations. Although insignificant in each monthly peak demand. 



Table 22. Monthly TOD Demand Models for the Summer of 1977, a Double-Log Estimation. 

Independent 
Variable May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. 

Peak KWH: 

Constant -3. 250 -4. ,530 -4, ,221 6. ,461 -4. .546 -6. ,999* 
(- . ,964) (-1. ,483) (- . .742) ( . ,748) (-1. .407) (-2. ,194) 

Income .477* .300* ,130 ,290* .243* ,440* 
( 3. .268) ( 2, .350) ( . ,880) ( 2. .206) ( 2, .000) ( 3. ,245) 

P, - , .345 - . ,633* - . ,358 - , .192 - , . 086 - , .736* 
X 

(- . .947) (-2, .134) (-1. .016) (- . ,610) (- , .278) (-2. ,119) 

p. - . .731 - , .419 -1. .003 - , .918 - , .845 -1. ,012 
(- . .786) (- . .519) (-1. ,053) (-1. ,087) (-1. .071) (-1. .147) 

P3 .308 .222 .338 .032 .037 .245 
0 

( 1. .347) ( 1. .122) ( 1. .439) ( , .150) { .188) ( 1. ,080) 

w .138 - . .009 .059 .006 .007 ,075 
J. 

( 1, .662) (- . .125) ( .724) ( ,087) ( .102) { . .882) 

"2 
.022 .376* .578* .457* .504* .190* 

( .211) ( 4, .167) ( 5 .407) ( 4 .739) ( 5 .656) ( 1 .989) 

"3 
.085 .141 .302 - .035 .108 - , .095 

( .434) ( .835) ( 1 .511) (- .192) ( .663) (- .518) 

CDD - .218* .206* - .246 -1 .746 - .029 .469* 
(-2 .733) ( 2 .002) (- .353) (-1 .325) (- .080) ( 2 .958) 

Adj. .421 .476 .540 .536 .577 .570 



Table 22. Continued. 

Independent 
Variable May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. 

MidfPeak KWH: 

Constant -2. ,132 -2. .791 -3. .180 6. 900 -4, .951 -6. ,056* 
(- . .958) (-1. .035) (- . .645) ( . .875) (-1. .748) (-2. ,065) 

Income .425* .269* .098 ,252* .166 .536* 
( 4. .413) ( 2. .383) . ( . .768) ( 2. .105) ( 1, .560) ( 4. ,301) 

P, - . .312 - , .537* - . .415 - . ,223 - , .186 - , .596 
J. 

(-1. .296) (-2. .051) (-1. .361) (- . ,777) (- .685) (-1, .865) 

P, - , .161 - , .195 - , .900 -1, .226 - .584 - . .549 
(- . .262) (- . .274) (-1, .091) (-1. .590) (- .835) (- . .677) 

P3 .117 .181 .356 - , .117 .018 .018 
0 ( . .775) ( 1. .038) ( 1. .749) (- . ,591) ( .107) ( , .088) 

W .169* .018 .075 .024 .032 .068 
X 

( 3. .096) { . .283) ( 1 .064) ( . .368) ( .527) ( .878) 

"2 
- , .004 .307* .501* .382* .448* .064 
(- .056) ( 3. .851) ( 5 .408) ( 4. ,334) ( 5 .739) ( .736) 

"3 
. 301* .304* .429* - .008 .275 .076 

J 
( 2 .325) ( 2. .044) ( 2 .478) (- . .048) ( 1 .916) ( .448) 

CDD - .133* .144 - .201 -1 .861 .306 .483* 
(-2 .525) ( 1. .588) (- .333) (-1 .547) ( .977) ( 3 .317) 

Adj. .614 .495 .576 .531 .616 .630 



Table 22. Continued. 

Independent 
Variable May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. 

Off-Peak KWH: 

Constant - .952 .452 -6.960 8.088 -4.084 -2.900 
. (- .354) ( .162) (-1.506) ( .840) (-1.396) (- .937) 

Income .372* .395* .232* . 306* .306* . 378* 
( 3.194) ( 3.384) ( 1.932) ( 2.091) ( 2.775) ( 2.872) 

P, - .158 - .371 - .292 - .025 - .060 - .845* 
X (- .543) (-1.372) (-1.024) (- .072) (- .216) (-2.504) 

Pp .369 1.128 .316 .032 .189 .636 
( .498) ( 1.531) ( .408) ( .034) ( .261) ( .743) 

Po .124 .172 .219 - .034 - .156 .264 
( .683) ( .951) ( 1.150) (- .142) (- .886) ( 1.199) 

w .184* .070 .136* - .006 - .004 .225* 
X 

( 2.776) ( 1.084) ( 2.063) (- .078) (- .057) ( 2.743) 

W - .032 .121 .270* .248* .238* .122 
(- .385) ( 1.469) ( 3.118) ( 2.309) ( 2.955) ( 1.318) 

w .463* .534* .488* .387 .393* .217 
( 2.958) ( 3.469) ( 3.005) ( 1.912) ( 2.652) . ( 1.220) 

CDD .163 .108 .984* -1.500 .478 .465* 
( .257) ( 1.151) ( 1.740) (-1.021) ( 1.475) ( 3.020) 

Adj. .507 .488 .534 .342 .532 .652 

DF 48 48 47 46 46 38 



nondiscretionary stocks are very significant determinants of mid-peak 

and off-peak consumption. As was the case in the summer of 1976, cool

ing degree-days are only significant in a few isolated cases. 

Results of the Pooled Estimations 

The final step in this study of the Arizona TOD pricing experi

ment is the estimation of demand models from the data for the two summer 

periods. Noticeable differences in the residual variances between the 

two summers suggest the presence of heteroscedasticity. Thus, the 

models were estimated using weighted least squares. 

The main difficulty in obtaining parameter estimates from the 

pooled data is accounting for the differences in experimental design. 

Since no incentive payments were made in the summer of 1977, the compen

sation variable was given a value of one for each 1977 observation. 

This procedure makes it necessary to include also a dummy variable which 

takes into account whether a particular observation was taken from 1976 

or 1977. The dummy variable created has a value of one for each 1976 

observation and zero otherwise. 

Results of the double-log version of equation (11) are reported 

2 
in Table 23. Adjusted R 's are very high for the peak and mid-peak 

models. The dummy variable is highly significant and negative in all 

three equations. This implies that a greater cimount of electricity was 

used overall in each period during 1977. The data in Table 5 support 

this finding. 

Income and compensation are both shown to be positive and sig

nificant predictors in all three equations. The partial derivatives of 
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Table 23. TOD Demand Models for the Summers of 1976 and 1977, 
a Double-Log Estimation. 

Independent 
Variables Peak KWH 

Dependent Variables 
Mid-Peak KWH Off-Peak raVH 

Constant -4.496* -2.787* -3.246* 
(-8.679) (-6.232) (-5.279) 

Dummy - .806* - .728) - .525* 
(-9.017) (-9.439) (-4.296) 

Income .166* .212* .309* 
( 5.670) ( 8.403) ( 8.642) 

Comp. .471* .407* .217* 
(18.688) (18.698) ( 6.248) 

P. - .591* - .464* - .343* 
X 

(-5.980) (-5.436) (-3.321) 

^2 
- .620* - .423* - .084 
(-6.905) (-5.451) (- .660) 

P, - .107* - .133* - .023 
J (-2.106) (-3.040) (- .390) 

w - .010 .020 .095* 
J. 

(- .524) ( 1.226) ( 4.359) 

w .250* .161* .126* 
( 9.660) ( 7.197) ( 4.440) 

w .168* .202* .296* 
O 

( 4.018) ( 5.580) ( 5.886) 

CDD .197* .205* .245* 
(11.444) (13.811) (14.576) 

Adj. .957 .975 .561 

DF 580 580 580 

RSS 57.681 42.991 143.772 



TOD consumption with respect to these variables still indicate that 

households more readily spent compensation dollars than income on 

electricity. 

Own-price elasticities are negative but significant in only the 

peak and mid-peak periods. Peak demand is somewhat more elastic than 

mid-peak demand. All cross-price elasticities are negative and vary 

widely in magnitude. Overall, prices are highly significant determi-^ 

nants of peak and mid-peak usage. In contrast, the off-peak model has 

only one significant price, the peak price. 

The various categories of appliance stocks are shown to be posi

tive and significant indicators of TOD usage, especially in the off-peak 

period. The estimated elasticities for discretionary-use stocks show 

that they were used most intensively during the off-peak. In the other 

two time periods they are insignificant. This finding does suggest that 

households made an attempt to shift consumption to the low cost periods. 

Weather-related and nondiscretionary-use appliances are positive and 

significant in all three equations. Since nondiscretionary-use stocks 

represent about 3% of a household's total wattage, the strength of this 

predictor was a little surprising. The poor performance of discretionary-

use stocks in the peak and mid-peak models was unej^ected for the oppo

site reason. Such stocks account for more than 60% of a household's 

electricity-using capacity. 

The number of cooling degree-days remains a strong predictor in 

each TOD model estimated from the pooled sample. The estimated elas

ticities very closely resemble those found for the sxmimer of 1977. 
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The results of the pooled estimations just reported give an in

complete picture of household responses to TOD prices during the summers 

of 1976 and 1977. Changes in the experimental design could have pro

duced different responses to the explanatory variables. Individual 

results from the two summers imply that this might have been the case 

in a number of instances. Thus, tests for structural change are 

indicated. 

This was accomplished by multiplying each independent variable 

by the dummy variable just described. Including these new predictors 

in a reestimation of the TOD demand models produces the parameter esti

mates displayed in Table 24. In this table, the coefficients in column A 

are the estimated elasticities for 1977. Column B shows the differences 

between these elasticities for the twO' summers. Thus, the sum of the 

coefficients of the two columns yields the elasticity estimates for 

1976. Significant t-statistics in column B point out those variables 

for which customer responses were significantly different in the two 

summers. Comparisons of the residual sum of squares from Tables 23 and 

24 permit the determination of F-statistics measuring the importance of 

structural change. 

In the peak and mid-peak equations, significant changes with 

respect to income, off-peak price, weather-related appliances, and cool

ing degree-days are noted. When incentive payments are eliminated, 

responses to income are significantly increased. Cross-price elastici

ties with respect to the off-peak price are dramatically altered. During 

1976 off-peak usage was shown to be complementary with peak and mid-peak 

consumption. In 1977 the relationship changes to one of substitutes. 



Table 24. Tests for Structural Change between the Summers of 1976 and 1977, a Double-Log Estimation. 

Independent 
Variable 

Peak KWH 
A B 

Mid-Peak 
A B 

Off-Peak 
A 

KWH 
B 

Constant -5.530* 
(-3.876) 

2.368 
( 1.543) 

-4.615* 
(-3.763) 

3.422* 
( 2.596) 

-1.879 
(-1.589) 

1.186 
( .787) 

Income . 346* 
( 5.705) 

- .284* 
(-4.162) 

.317* 
( 6.079) 

- .186* 
(-3.165) 

.348* 
( 6.919) 

- .143* 
(-1.975) 

Comp. .604* 
(22.121) 

.529* 
(22.576) 

. 383* 
( 8.465) 

^1 
- .537* 
(-3.699) 

.093 
( .488) 

- .480* 
(-3.844) 

.204 
( 1.245) 

- .330* 
(-2.738) 

.219 
( .921) 

^2 
- .707 
(-1.806) 

.041 
< .102) 

- .530 
(-1.575) 

.058 
( .167) 

.523 
( 1.613) 

- .760* 
(-2.131) 

.235* 
( 2.423) 

- .516* 
(-4.569) 

.128 
( 1.541) 

- .409* 
(-4.213) 

.114 
( 1.413) 

- .350* 
(-2.801) 

"l 
.021 

( .633) 
- .044 
(-1.106) 

.050 
( 1.716) 

- .048 
(-1.399) 

.094* 
( 3.336) 

.008 
( .190) 

"2 
.378* 

( 8.650) 
- .276* 
(-5.139) 

.307* 
( 8.186) 

- .295* 
(-6.405) 

.177* 
( 4.889) 

- .286* 
(-4.544) 

"3 
.055 

( .670) 
.068 

( .730) 
.210* 

( 2.976) 
- .087 
(-1.077) 

.415* 
( 6.099) 

- .322* 
(-3.175) 

CDD .249* 
(11.411) 

- .141* 
(-4.395) 

.243* 
(12.981) 

- .113* 
(-4.096) 

.246* 
(13.601) 

- .051 
(-1.178) 

Adj. . 963 . 979 .587 

DF 572 572 572 

RSS 48. 490 35. 823 133 .213 

F-stat. 13. 52 14. 22 5 .66 
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This could possibly be a reflection of learning effects. Estimated 

elasticities for weather-related stocks and cooling degree-days are sig

nificantly smaller in 1976. This may be due partially to the fact that 

the summer of 1976 v;as considerably cooler than the summer of 1977. 

Possible nonlinearities between these two variables but not taken into 

account by this particular model specification could shed more light on 

this change. 

The off-peak model shows significant changes with respect to in

come, mid-peak and off-peak prices, weather-related and nondiscretionary-

use appliances. For the same reason cited above, the income elasticity 

is significantly increased in the off-peak period in 1977. Mid-peak 

usage, a complement to off-peak usage in 1976, is shown to be a substi

tute for off-peak usage in 1977. This change corresponds to the change 

in price elasticity noted in the mid-peak equation. Taken together, 

these facts emphasize that mid-peak and off-peak consumption are con

sidered to be mutually substitutable. Own-price elasticity of demand 

for the off-peak period is significantly negative in 1976 and inexplic

ably positive in 1977. Some multicollinearity may be producing this 

result. Finally, responses to weather-related and nondiscretionary-use 

appliance stocks were significantly smaller in 1976 than in 1977. Recog

nizing off-peak usage as a substitute for peak and mid-peak consumption 

may have resulted in larger estimated elasticities for 1977. 

The F-statistics reported in Table 24 clearly indicate that sig

nificant structural changes have taken place between the two experimental 

summers. Consequently, the pooled results displayed in Table 23 do not 

give an accurate overall picture of summer responses to TOD prices. A 
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comparison of the individual results for the summers of 1976 and 1977 

underlines the importance of accounting for experimental design in the 

specification and estimation of TOD demand models. 



CHAPTER 6 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

A number of important consequences of TOD pricing for electric 

utilities have been brought out by this analysis of the Arizona data. 

Perhaps the most important finding of this research has been the sig

nificant impact of experimental design on the outcome of the experiment 

itself. Previous studies of the Arizona data concluded that TOD prices 

were generally unimportant to a household's timing of electricity con

sumption. Only models with imposed restrictions of additivity, symmetry, 

and homotheticity produced significant estimates for price responses. 

None of these studies took into account the specific nature of the in

centive payment. This 'aspect of the experimental design is shown to be 

extremely crucial in the determination of accurate price elasticities. 

A comparison of the results presented in Tables 10 and 14 makes this fact 

immediately evident. 

Provided experimental design is properly taken into account, 

this fact also demonstrates that it may be very possible to compare 

meaningfully price responses among the various FEA/DOE sponsored stud

ies. Until now it was generally thought that such comparisons would not 

be useful or possible due to the diverse nature of the experiments. The 

Arizona project is actually composed of several distinct experiments. 

Each year since the beginning of the study, changes in rates, rate 

designs, incentive schemes, and billing procedures have been implemented. 
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This has permitted specific analysis of TOD price responses under dif

ferent experimental environments. When properly taken into considera

tion, the separate impacts of these experimental artifacts and the TOD 

prices can be accurately measured. This is the main conclusion drawn 

from the comparison of the results of the two summer periods. 

It is also important to point out that households appeared to 

earmark the incentive payment for electricity expenditure. Its partial 

derivatives are markedly greater than those for income although both are 

usually significant. Finally, since the amount of compensation depends 

on the TOD prices, accurate measures of price elasticities require that 

the impact of the compensation term be taken into account. Formulas (12) 

and (13) demonstrate this fact. Since all the estimated price coeffi

cients are negative and all estimated compensation coefficients are 

positive, the resulting total elasticities indicate smaller responses 

to TOD prices. This apparent confounding of income and price effects 

resulted in less shifting of consumption than otherwise might have been 

the case. Additionally, misleading customer discounts may have produced 

confusion regarding the objectives of the experiment, A number of cus

tomers commented that the billing procedure was unclear. 

With the modified experimental design implemented in May, 1977, 

this confounding was eliminated. Shifts in electricity usage from the 

base pattern remain small but significant. Although there are definite 

changes in customer responses to some of the explanatory variables in 

the two summer periods, the presence or absence of an incentive scheme 

does not appear to seriously handicap the estimation of the models' 
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parameters. However, such aspects of the experimental design cannot be 

ignored. 

With the compensation properly taken into account in the 1976 

models, comparisons of simple price elasticities between the two summers 

can be made. Own-price elasticities of demand for the peak and mid-peak 

are significant and nearly the same in each simmer. The estimated 

values for 1977 indicate that these demands were more elastic than in 

1975, It is possible that the elimination of the incentive payment re

sulted in stronger price responses. Although the own-price response in 

the off-peak is negative and significant in 1976, it is positive but 

insignificant in 1977. Since an increase in off-peak usage is associated 

with an increase in the customer discount, the APS billing procedure may 

have led to this result. However, it must be mentioned that the same 

billing procedure did not produce this result in 1976. Perhaps the 

presence of the compensation scheme overshadowed the impact of the 

billing method. 

The overall complementary nature of TOD electricity consumption 

is emphasized by the negative cross-price elasticities in 1976. In 

1977, several of these cross-price terms become positive. Again, elimi

nation of any incentive payments may have indirectly encouraged greater 

substitution of off-peak usage for peak and mid-peak consumption. The 

data in Table 5 do show a general increase in the percentage of total 

KWH used during the off-peak in 1977 over 1976. 

Winter responses to income, compensation, and prices vary from 

those of the summer of 1976. Income elasticities tend to be larger and 

compensation elasticities smaller during the winter. Peak demand is more 



elastic during the winter while mid-peak demand is more elastic during 

the svunmer. Off-peak demand shows no significant own-price elasticity 

for the winter months. Negative and significant cross-price elastici

ties continue to imply complementarity. However, no close correspond

ence between the magnitudes for the summer and winter are noted. 

The three categories of appliance stocks are also shown to be 

important to residential electricity usage by TOD. Discretionary-use 

stocks, which represent 60-65% of the households' total electricity-

using capacity, appear to be stronger predictors for winter consumption 

although they are not unimportant to summer usage. With air-conditioning 

dominating summer demand, weather-related stocks are expected to be 

the most important category for explaining summer consumption. The 

results of the linear estimation for 1976 and the double-log estimation 

for 1977 support this conclusion. However, this variable was not par-, 

ticularly important in the do\ible-log models for 1976. Nondiscretionary-

use stocks are also shown to be consistently important determinants of 

winter consumption. They are somewhat less important predictors of 

summer usage. 

The APS TOD pricing experiments are an ongoing project. Addi

tional price variations were introduced in May, 1978. Also at that time 

the practice of reporting customer discounts on the monthly bills was 

discontinued. In May, 1979, a new experimental design was iitplemented 

along with new TOD rate schedules. The new design once again includes 

an incentive payment but one which does not depend on pre-ejqjerimental 

usage or the particular rates a household faces. However, before this 

rich body of new data can be properly analyzed, updated information on 
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household demographics is required. The most recent household survey 

data available in this study were collected in November, 1976. A new 

survey was done in Noveinber, 1978, but information from this survey has 

not yet been made available. 

With more current demographic information, additional price 

variation, new experimental designs, and better billing procedures, a 

more accurate picture of residential responses to TOD prices ought to 

be obtained. Additional tests for structural changes may further in

crease understanding of the impact of the experimental design on the 

outcome of the experiment itself. This is very important if results 

from an experimental study are to be applied to customers under non-

ej^serimental circumstances. It is also important if results of differ

ent FEA/DOE projects are to be compared. Furthermore, as the experi

ments continue, some evidence of long term adjustments may become known. 

This study has placed primary consideration on customer responses 

to TOD prices during the summer months. Pooling data from the winter of 

1977/78 with the winter data already analyzed should help to character

ize better the impact of the experimental design on the experimental 

outcome. Also a better understanding of the differences between winter 

and summer price responses can be obtained. 

The analyses presented in this study concentrate on character

izing the data itself and the design and implementation of the APS ex

periments. Only ad hoc demand models were hypothesized and tested. 

Additional research in identifying and estimating theoretically deter

mined models is clearly mandated. To date, efforts in this area have 

failed to properly account for the Arizona experimental design resulting 
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in seriously misspecified models. However, the ultimate objective of ' 

demand research does require the derivation of such demand functions. 

Additional consumption data and improvements in both experimental design 

and also implementation will hopefully lead to such an analysis. 



APPENDIX A 

SAMPLE LISTS AND EXCLUSIONS 

Appendix A gives details on the edited samples. Rate schedules, 

household identification numbers, omitted observations for each house

hold, and reasons for the omissions are listed. A 70% discount means 

that a household was charged 30% of the conventional bill. A zero dis

count means that the household paid the declining block bill instead of 

the TOD bill. Other listed reasons for omissions are self-explanatory. 
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Rate Household Omitted Observations Reasons 

Group I—Summer 1976: 

1 NW008 July, October 70% discount 
1 NW025 None 
1 OTTO 3 8 October Zero discount 
1 SW018 None 
1 YU026 October Zero discount 

2 NW039 July, October Zero discount 
2 SE013 None 
2 WR004 All No demographics 
2 WROll All No reported income 
2 WR014 All Change in home ownership 

3 NW018 June, August 70% discount 
July Zero discount 

3 NW034 All No reported income 
3 PS005 August-October Zero discount 
3 WR015 October Zero discount 
3 YU014 All Zero discount 

4 NW007 None 
4 NW035 None 
4 SW030 None 
4 WROlO None 
4 YU016 None 

5 NE002 None 
5 NE017 None 
5 NW041 June Zero discount 
5 NW051 June, October Zero discount 
5 PS008 None 

6 NW020 None 
6 NW036 None 
6 NW049 July-September No consumption 
6 SW009 None 
6 WR034 None 

7 NE019 None 
7 SE002 All Change in home ownership 
7 WR017 None 
7 YUOlO August, October Zero discount 
7 YU023 None 

8 NE003 None 
8 NW009 None 
8 PSOlO None 
8 WR003 All Zero discount 

8 WR028 None 
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Rate Household Omitted Observations Reasons 

9 NW032 None 
9 NW033 July-October Zero discount 
9 NW046 None 
9 ES004 None 
9 WR033 All No reported income 

10 NW017 None 
10 SEOOl None 
10 SW005 June 70% discount 
10 SW007 August Zero discount 
10 WR005 None 

11 NE007 None 
11 SE016 All Unemployed 
11 SE017 All Change in home ownership 
11 YUOll October 70% discount 
11 YU030 All Change in home ownership 

12 NW019 All Inconsistent demographics 
12 NVJ043 June Zero discount 

July, August 70% discount 
12 SW022 All Inconsistent demographics 
12 WR018 All Change in home ownership 
12 WR021 All Unemployed 

13 NW006 July Zero discount 
13 SE020 July-September 70% discount 
13 SW003 None 
13 WR032 All Unemployed 
13 YU013 None 

14 NW021 None 
14 WR002 None 
14 WR019 None 
14 WR022 All Owner in rest home 
14 WR030 None 

15 NW005 None 
15 NW056 July Zero discount 
15 WR029 None 
15 YU017 September-October 70% discount 
15 YU025 None 

.16 NEOOl None 
16 NW029 All Change in home ownership 
16 swooa August-October 70% discount 
16 SW026 None 
16 YU029 None 



17 
17 
17 
17 
17 

18 

18 
18 
18 
18 

19 
19 
19 
19 
19 

20 
20 
20 
20 
20 

21 
21 
21 
21 

21 

22 
22 
22  
22 
22 

Gro 

23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
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Household Omitted Observations Reasons 

II—Summer 1976: 

NEC 18 
NW002 
PS006 
SE022 
WR027 

NEOlO 
NW044 
PSOll 
YU002 
YU003 

NW052 
NVJ055 
PS003 
SE014 
YU022 

NE015 
NW015 
NW047 
WHO 20 
YU012 

NE004 
NW003 
SE008 
WR031 

YU004 

NWOll 
NW023 
SE003 
SE005 
SE006 

August-October 
All 
None 
None 
June, July 
September 

July 
All 
All 
All 
June 

None 
All 
None 
All 
None 

October 
None 
July 
July, September 
August-October 

All 
None 
None 
June 
July-September 
None 

None 
None 
All 
None 
All 

III—Summer 1976: 

NE009 
WROOl 
WR007 
WR016 
YU019 

None 
All 
None 
None 
None 

70% discount 
Change in home ovmership 

Zero discount 
70% discount 

70% discount 
Zero/70% discount 
Unemployed 
Change in home ownership 
Zero discount 

Change in home ownership 

Change in home ownership 

70% discount 

Zero discount 
70%, zero discount 
Zero discount 

No reported income 

Zero discount 
Vacation 

Change in home ownership 

No reported income 

Change in home ownership 
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Rate Household Omitted Observations Reasons 

24 PS009 None 
24 SE004 None 
24 SW025 None 
24 yuo2i None 
24 yuo28 October Zero discount 

25 NEOll September 70% discount 
October Zero discount 

25 SW019 None 
25 SW029 All No reported income 
25 WR012 None 
25 yU027 None 

26 NW030 All Change in home ownership 
26 PSOOl None 
26 SW012 None 
26 SW023 None 
26 SW028 All No consumption data 

27 NW012 None 
27 WR024 None 
27 WR026 None 
27 WR035 None 
27 YU018 All Relatives temperarily 

living in mobile home and 
connected to same meter 

28 
28 
28 
28 
28 

NW027 
NW031 
SW002 
WR006 
YUOOl 

None 
None 
None 
None 
None 

Group I—Winter 1976/77: 

NW008 
NW025 
NW038 
SW018 
YU026 

NW039 
SE013 
WR004 
WROll 
WR014 

None 
February 
None 
None 
November, January-April 

None 
None 
All 
All 
All 

Zero discount 

Zero discount 

Disconnected 
No reported income 
Change in home ownership 
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Rate Household Omitted Observations Reasons 

3 NW018 None 
3 NW034 All No reported income 
3 PS005 All Zero discount 
3 VVR015 None 
3 YU014 Novejnber Zero discount 

4 NW007 None 
4 NW035 None 
4 SW030 None 
4 WROlO None 
4 YU016 None 

5 NE002 None 
5 NE017 None 
5 NW041 None 
5 NW051 None 
5 PS008 April Zero discount 

6 NW020 None 
6 NW036 None 
6 NW049 None 
6 SW009 None 
6 WR034 None 

7 NEC 19 None 
7 SE002 All Change in home ownership 
7 WHO 17 None 
7 YUOlO None 
7 YU023 None 

8 NE003 None 
8 NW009 November-February, April 70% discount 
8 PSOlO November 70% discount 
8 WR003 All No demographics 
8 WR028 None 

9 NVJ032 None 
9 NW033 None 
9 NW046 None 
9 PS004 November 70% discount 
9 WR033 All No reported income 

10 NW017 March Zero discount 
10 SEOOl None 
10 SW005 None 
10 SW007 None 
10 WR005 None 
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Rate Household Omitted Observations Reasons 

11 NE007 None 
11 SE016 All Unemployed 
11 SE017 All Change in home ownership 
11 YUOll None 
11 YU030 All Change in home ownership 

12 NW019 All Inconsistent demographics 
12 NW043 None 
12 SW022 All Inconsistent demographics 
12 WR018 All Change in home ownership 
12 WR021 None 

13 NW006 January, February 70% discount 
March, April Change in home ownership 

13 SE020 None 
13 SW003 None 
13 WR032 All Unemployed 
13 YU013 April 70% discount 

14 NW021 None 
14 WR002 None 
14 WR019 None 
14 WR022 All Owner in rest home 
14 WR030 None 

15 NW005 None 
15 NW056 None 
15 WR029 • None 
15 YU017 None 
15 YU025 April Zero discount 

16 NEOOl None 
16 NW029 All Change in home ownership 
16 SW008 All No consumption data 
16 SW026 November 70% discount 
16 yU029 April Zero discount 

Sroup II—Winter 1976/77: 

17 NE018 None 
17 NW002 All Change in home ownership 
17 PS006 None 
17 SE022 April Zero discount 
17 WR027 None 

18 NEOlO December Zero discount 
18 NW044 None 
18 PSOll All Unemployed 

18 yuoo2 All Change in home ownership 

18 YU003 None 



19 
19 
19 
19 

20 
20 
20 
20 
20 

21 
21 
21 
21 
21 

22 
22 
22 
2 2  
22 

Iroi 

23 
23 
23 
23 

23 

24 
24 
24 
24 
24 

25 
25 
25 
25 
25 

26 
26 
26 
26 
26 
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Household Omitted Observations Reasons 

NW052 None 
NW055 All Change in home ownership 
PS003 None 
SE014 All Change in home ownership 
YU022 All Broken meter 

NE015 None 
NW015 All No consumption data 
NW047 None 
WR020 April No consumption data 
YU012 November Zero discount 

NE004 All No reported income 
NW003 None 
SE008 None 
WR031 None 
YU004 None 

NWOll None 
NW023 None 
SE003 All Change in home ownership 
SE005 None 
SE006 All No reported income 

Ill—Winter 1976/77: 

NE009 None 
WROOl All Change in home ownership 
WR007 None 
WR016 November-January 70% discount 

March-April 70% discount 
YU019 None 

PS009 None 
SE004 None 
SW025 None 
YU021 None 
YU028 None 

NEOll None 
SW019 None 
SW029 All No reported income 
WR012 November, January Zero discount 
YU027 None 

NVJ030 All Change in home ownership 
PSOOl None 
SW012 None 
SW023 None 
SW028 All No demographics 



2 7  

2 7  

2 7  

2 7  

2 7  

28 
28 
28 
28 
28 

uira 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

2 
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Household Omitted Observations Reasons 

NW012 None 
WR024 None 
WR026 None 
WR035 None 
YU018 All Relatives temporarily 

living in mobile home and 
connected to same meter 

NW027 None 
NW031 None 
SW002 None 
WR006 None 
YUOOl None 

1977: 

NW006 All Change in home ownership 
NW038 October Zero discount 
NW049 None 
NW056 August 70% discount 
PSOlO None 
SE005 October Zero discount 
SE006 All No reported income 
SW002 None 
SW006 None 
SW007 None 
SW012 All Zero discount 
SW019 October Zero discount 
WR002 August-October Change in home ownership 
WR005 None 
WR008 All Change in home ownership 
WR015 None 
WR018 All Change in home ownership 
WR021 None 
WR033 All No reported income 
YU015 October Zero discount 

NE005 All Change in home ownership 
NEOlO None 
NE019 None 
NW003 None 
NWOll None 
NW041 None 
NW052 All Change in home ownership 
PS009 None 
SE014 All Change in home ownership 
SE016 None 



2 
2 
2 

2 
2 
2 
2 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4, 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
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Household Omitted Observations Reasons 

SW014 All Utilities included in rent 
SW025 None 
WR004 All Change in home ownership 
WHO07 None 
WROlO None 
WR016 October Zero discount 
WR029 None 
YU005 All No reported income 
YU016 July-October Zero discount 
YU029 May-July Zero discount 

September-October Zero discount 

NW025 None 
NW030 All Change in home ownership 
NW034 All No reported income 
PS003 All Change in home ownership 
PSOll None 
SE002 All Change in home ownership 
SE009 None 
SE022 None 
SW005 None 
SW009 None 
SW029 All No reported income 
WROOl All Change in home ownership 
WR028 None 
WR030 None 
YU006 None 
YUOlO None 
YU012 October Zero discount 
YU025 October Zero discount 
YU027 October Zero discount 
YU028 None 

NE014 All Change in home ownership 
NVI012 None 
NW018 None 
NVJ019 All Inconsistent demographics 
NW023 None 
NW037 None 
PS005 None 
PS007 None 
SE008 None 
SE013 None 
SE017 All Change in home ownership 
SE018 None 
SW023 None 
SW026 None 



Rate Household Omitted Observations Reasons 

4 WR009 All No reported income 
4 WR026 None 
4 WR032 None 
4 YU007 None 
4 YU013 None 
4 YU024 None 



APPENDIX B 

TIME OF USE BILL EXPLANATION 

May, 1976 

Your participation in the electric time of use study is appre

ciated by the people who serve you at Ar;'2ona Piablic Service Company. 

During the May-October 1976 test period your monthly bills will 

be altered to reflect your shift of energy use from the on-peak hours to 

the off-peak hours. The more you shift, as compared with your May-

October 1975 usage pattern, the greater the reduction in your bills. 

At no time will your bills ever be greater than what they would 

have been if you were not participating in this study. In fact, we in

corporated a 15% reduction, as well as the lower rates of last year 

(before the April 23, 1976, 11.81% increase), when designing the time of 

use rates. This means that you can only save money, or at the very 

worst receive the same bills you would have if you were not participat

ing in this study. The more you shift your energy use to the off-peak 

hours, the more you will save. On the other hand, the more you shift 

to on-peak hours, the less you will save. 

To better understand how your bills will be calculated, look at 

the enclosed Worksheet. As you can see, there are four columns on this 

sheet: 
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1. The first column shows the hours of the peak period. By shift

ing your usage av/ay from these hours you will receive the great

est benefit. 

2. The second column shows the hours of the mid-peak. Usage in 

these hours will cost you less than during the peak hours, but 

more than during the off-peak hours. 

3. Column three shows the off-peak hours. Ideally, as much energy 

use should be shifted to these hours as possible. 

4. The fourth column is simply a total of the three time periods. 

Now let's look at the eleven lines of the Worksheet: 

Line 1 shows your usage during the three time periods for the 

corresponding month last year. 

Line 2 shows the percent of last year's usage for the month in 

each time period. 

Line 3 shows this year's usage for the current month during the 

three time periods. 

Line 4 shows the computed base energy to which this month's 

energy is compared when determining the time of use adjustment 

that you are entitled to. 

Line 5 shows the change in energy on which your time of use 

adjustment is calculated. 

Line 6 shows the cents per Kwh of energy that will be used in 

calculating your time of use adjustment. 

Line 7 shows the adjustment which can be upward or downward that 

will be made to your base bill. (Decreases are shown in paren

thesis. ) 



Line 8 shows the base bill. The reason a base bill is needed is 

so that the built-in 15% reduction and the use of last year's 

rates will be reflected in the calculation of your time of use 

bill. The time of use adjustment to this base bill can be 

upward or downward. 

Line 9 shows your time of use bill. 

Line lOA shows what your bill would have been if our standard 

rate under which you would normally have been billed had been 

used. Under no circumstances will you be billed greater than 

this amount. 

Line lOB is 30% of your normal bill. Under no circumstances 

will you be billed less than this amount. 

Line 11 shows the total time of use discount that you have re

ceived for the month. It reflects both your adjustment for your 

shift of energy usage, as well as the reduced base bill. 

In summary, remember these important points about your electric 

billings under the time of use program: 

1. If you do not change the total energy use or the time of use 

pattern from last year, your bill will be about 15% less than 

last year, and about 25% less than what your bill would have 

been this year. 

2. If you do change the total energy use or the time of use pattern 

from last year, your bill will change by the prices shown on 

line 6 of the Worksheet. 
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3. You do not have to change your usage patterns to remain on this 

rate- However, the more you shift your energy usage from the 

peak period the more you will save. 

4. The time of use rates for this study will be in effect through 

your October 1976 bill. 

If you have any questions, please call our Customer Service 

Department. The phone numbers are 271-2535 or 271-2557. If you live 

in Avondale or Sun City call 932-2300. If you live in Yuma the number 

is 783-7825. 

Thank you for participating. 

ARIZONA PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY 
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T&W 

TIME-OF-USE BILLING WORKSHEET 

Customer Name Billing Month 

Address Cycle 

Account #_ 

Location # 

Customer # 

Period Period Period Total 
3 2 1 Month 

Mid- Off-
Peak Peak Peak 

10PM-
9AM 

1) 1975 KWH 

2) % of Total 

3) 1976 Actual 
KWH by T-O-U 

4) Base KWH 1976 

5) Kl^H Difference: 
Line 3 less Line 4 

6) For Each KWH Difference 
Base Bill Changed by 

7) Adjustment to Base Bill 

8) 1975 Bill $ (Base) 

9) T-O-U Bill $ (Line 7 plus Line 8) 

10) A. (Max) 1976 Bill on Standard Rate_ 

B. (Min) 30% of Line lOA 

11) T-O-U Discount (Line lOA less Line 9) 
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TSW 

TIME-OF-USE BILLING WORKSHEET 

Billing Month 

Cycle 

Location # 

Customer # 

Period Period Period Total 
3̂  ̂ 2 1 Month 

Mid- Off-
Peak Peak Peak 

10PM-

1) 1975 KWH 

2) % of Total 

3) 1976 Actual 
KWH by T-O-U 

4) Base KWH 1976 

5) KIVH Difference: 
Line 3 less Line 4 

6) For Each Kl*7H Diffe^rence 
Base Bill Changed by 

7) Adjustment to Base Bill 

8) 1975 Bill $ (Base) 

9) T-O-U Bill $ (Line 7 plus Line 8) 

10) A. (Max) 1976 Bill on Standard Rate 

B. (Min) 30% of Line lOA 

11) T-O-U Discount (Line lOA less Line 9 )  

Customer Name 

Addre s s 

Account # 
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